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ABSTRACT

This thesis presents different analytical strategies for the study of the degradation of synthetic
polymers. Particular attention was given to the mechanisms involved at the beginning of the
polymer breakdown. Three model polymers were used in order to assess different degradation
rates.
The first polymer studied was a stabilised polyether: Poly(ethylene oxide-propylene oxide-
ethylene oxide) triblock copolymer (poloxamer) containing 2,6-di-tert-butyl-4-methylphenol
(BHT). The oxidative thermal degradation of the poloxamer at 50°C and 80°C in air (starved
conditions) was monitored by Solid phase microextraction/gas chromatography-mass
spectrometry (SPME/GC-MS), size exclusion chromatography (SEC), matrix assisted laser
desorption ionisation-time of flight mass spectrometry (MALDI-TOF MS). At 80°C degradation
was initiated on the PPO block of the copolymer by three mechanisms involving hydroperoxyl
formation and depropagation. 1,2-propanediol,1-acetate;1,2-propanediol,2-formate; 1,2-
propanediol,1-acetate,2-formate and 2-propanone,1-hydroxy were the first degradation products
produced. Random chain scissions and a sharp decrease in the molecular weight of the material
followed the initiation period. Formic acid and acetic acid, formed upon degradation, participated
in esterification reactions leading to the formation of the formate and acetate forms of 1,2-
propanediol and ethanediol.
The second polymer studied was semicrystalline poly(L-lactide) (PLLA). Films of PLLA were
buried in soil in south Finland during two years. Degradation of the polymer was monitored by
SEC and differential scanning calorimetry. Low molecular weight degradation products were
characterised by SPME/GC-MS. Lactic acid, lactide and lactoyl lactic acid were extracted from
the unaged and aged films. In a first stage, after an induction period of one year, the ester bonds of
PLLA underwent hydrolysis. In a second stage, microorganisms assimilated the small products of
degradation created by hydrolysis. It is during this stage that the thermal properties of the films
were significantly affected.
The use of SPME/GC-MS for analysis of low molar mass products, in parallel with molecular
weight determination of larger polymer chains by SEC or MALDI-TOF MS, was a promising
method for better understanding degradation mechanisms in polymers.
The third polymer studied was a glassfibre reinforced polyester composite which was subjected to
accelerated ageing in air at 40°C and 60°C and 80 % relative humidity for periods up to 6 years.
Before the accelerated ageing the materials were stored for 20 years at ambient temperature. Low
molecular weight products in the materials were identified with GC-MS and Headspace/GC-MS.
Multivariate data analysis (MDA) was then used to interpret the results. Alcohols, phthalates and
other aromatic compounds were identified. Principal component analysis showed that temperature
had a large influence on the degradation of phthalates and the formation of alcohols. At 40°C
hydrolysis of phthalates was too slow to be correlated with ageing. At 60oC we built partial least
square regression models able to predict the age of the samples from the amount of 13 low
molecular weight products. The combination of MDA with chromatography techniques is a
promising tool for analysis of polymer degradation.

Keywords: poloxamer, polylactide, degradation, oxidation, hydrolysis, solid phase
microextraction, gas chromatography-mass spectrometry, multivariate data analysis.
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1 PURPOSE OF THE STUDY

This thesis presents different analytical strategies for the study of the
degradation of synthetic polymers. Particular attention was given to the
mechanisms involved at the beginning of polymer breakdown. Selection
of the appropriate strategy employed depended on the type of polymer
studied, the length of the degradation period, as well as the type of
mechanism that occurred during degradation (abiotic or biotic).

Three model polymers were used in order to assess different degradation
rates:

•  Fast rate (1-2 months) – Thermo-oxidation.
Polyether.
How do we monitor the initiation and start of degradation?
Papers I-II.

•  Medium rate (1-2 years) – Hydrolysis and bioassimilation.
Polyester.
How do molecular weight changes correlate with monomer and
oligomer release?
Paper III.

•  Slow rate (20 years and more) – Hydrolysis at elevated temperature.
Polyester composite.
Is multivariate data analysis a tool for following and predicting
degradation?
Paper IV.

The thesis discusses the applicability and relevance of use of
chromatography and separation techniques as tools in polymer
degradation studies. The pros and cons of different extraction methods to
collect low molecular weight compounds in model environments were
also debated.
This thesis work did not cover the mechanical properties of the materials
studied. It focused on their chemical characterisation only.
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2 INTRODUCTION

Today we find synthetic polymers in nearly every place where human
beings live. Polymers have evolved alongside other facets of human
technology. The major challenges of this evolution have been the
development of new materials with properties precisely adapted to their
functional applications. One important property of any material under
consideration is its degradation pattern. In that regard, degradation
studies are an essential step in the selection process to find the best fit
among many possible materials. For example, resistance to solar
radiation is important in aviation materials while not a concern in the
design of breast implants. On the other hand, degradation resulting in the
release of toxic molecules is of primary importance to the medical
industry.
Aside from aiding material selection from a functional standpoint,
degradation studies are also useful for analysing materials once they have
lost their function, specifically in plastic disposal. Today, world-wide
plastic production is larger than steal, and, with the volumes involved,
plastic waste is a major concern. We understand that landfilling cannot
be a global long-term solution. But what do we know about recycling,
composting and incineration? In theory, we are able to choose the best
disposal alternative through careful studies of degradation mechanisms
occurring in different types of plastic materials. The usual disposal
alternatives investigated are biodegradation, chemical degradation,
photo-oxidation and thermo-oxidation. The results from these studies
lead to the production of new polymers showing enhanced degradability
once their service-life is complete. A good example of this progress is the
transformation of polyethylene with pro-oxidant systems1. Another
example is the recent introduction of poly(lactic acid) as an alternative to
more traditional, degradation-resistant polymers such as polyethylene
and polystyrene.
In addition to this obvious effect polymers have on nature, they also have
a more subtle influence which is equally important to understand.
Specifically, we need to understand the migration pattern of small
molecules from the polymer matrix into the environment. These
degradation molecules can be additives, residual catalysts, or the direct
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result of chain scissions on the polymer backbone. Sometimes
degradation products are even the result of interactions between
molecules that originate from different mechanisms. In our quest to
understand nature, we need to understand how we influence our
environment. In this respect, developing new strategies to study the
degradation of polymers will always remain a major issue.

2.1 Degradation of model polymers

Depending on the environment and the structure of the polymer,
degradation can occur through a large variety of mechanisms:
Biodegradation is defined as degradation which occurs by action of
living organisms or their secretion products2. The living organisms might
be fungi, algae, bacteria etc. Other types of degradation mechanisms not
related to living organisms include hydrolysis, photo-oxidation and
thermo-oxidation. Thermo-oxidative mechanisms are discussed for
polyethers in Chapter 2.1.1. Hydrolysis and biodegradation of
polylactides in Chapter 2.1.2. Thermal stability of unsaturated polyester
composite in Chapter 2.1.3.

2.1.1 Poloxamer

2.1.1.1 Structure

Poloxamer materials are synthetic, ABA type, triblock copolymers of
ethylene oxide and propylene oxide. A represents hydrophilic
poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) chains while B represents hydrophobic
poly(propylene oxide) (PPO) segments. Poloxamers were first
synthesised in 1954 by Lundsted et al.3 while trying to develop surface-
active agents with novel properties. There are several differences
between poloxamers and classic surfactants. Firstly, poloxamers exhibit a
molar mass range from about 1000 to 15,000 g mol-1 whereas most other
surfactant series have much lower masses. Secondly, they have two
hydrophilic groups, whereas most non-ionic surfactants have only one.
The unique physical properties of poloxamers have made them useful to
the pharmaceutical industry in research and in drug delivery systems.
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Their utility is due to the many functions they can perform: emulsifying4,
thickening5, coating6, solubilising7, dispersing8 and foaming.

2.1.1.2 Thermo-oxidation of polyethylene oxide and polypropylene
oxide

Non-ionic surfactants composed of polyoxyalkene chains are very
sensitive to autoxidation. The reaction occurs with the degradation of the
hydrophilic chains resulting in the loss of tensile properties.
Hydroperoxides and radicals formed in the autoxidation reaction are
responsible for the degradation and ageing in several kinds of
commercial products in which the surfactants are added as minor
components, for example in pharmaceutical or cosmetic products.
The mechanism of degradation of polyethylene oxide chains is quite
similar to that of hydrocarbon chains, except that the presence of oxygen
in the PEO chains strongly activates the process by increasing the labile
nature of protons on α-carbon atoms. Several autoxidative mechanisms
of degradation of PEO (inert atmosphere) giving low molecular weight
products have been presented. By pyrolysis, Madorsky et al.9 observed
the formation of oligomers of poly(ethylene oxide) as well as
formaldehyde, ethanol, carbon dioxide and water. Grassie et al.10 added
methane, ethylene oxide and derivatives of acetaldehyde to this list. More
recently attention was focused on the chain-ends of the polymer after
pyrolysis11-13. It was concluded that at the lowest temperature (150°C)
the predominant products result from the preferred cleavage of C-O
bonds. At the highest temperature (550°C), C-C cleavage and
dehydration become more favourable.
In the presence of oxygen, degradation of the polymer occurs in a
different manner as hydroperoxides are more readily formed on α-carbon
atoms of the PEO chains. In the initiation step a free radical is formed on
the polymer chain (under the influence of heat for instance). This free
radical reacts with molecular oxygen to form peroxyl radicals. This
mechanism has been discussed in details for polyolefins14.

PH P. + H. Initiation
P. + O2 POO. Propagation
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The peroxyl radical formed is able to react with another polymer chain to
form a new radical and a hydroperoxide:

POO. + PH POOH + P. Propagation

Reaction progression is accompanied by decomposition of the
hydroperoxides into alkoxy radicals. Hydroperoxide are unstable because
of the weakness of the peroxide bond.

POOH PO. + .OH
2 POOH PO. + POO. + H2O

When considering PEO or PPO alkoxy radicals, β-scission of the
polymer chain is favoured. β-scission occur at C-O and C-C bonds in a
ratio depending on the temperature of oxidation. At 50°C Morlat et al.15
found no evidence of homolysis of C-O bonds. C-C cleavage was the
main mechanism of degradation. The same pattern was previously
observed by Yang et al.16 at 150°C. It is only at higher temperatures that
C-O cleavages occur in significant amount.

Poly(propylene oxide) is less thermally stable than PEO since radical
formation on a tertiary carbon (PPO) is more probable than on a
secondary carbon (PEO). However, when studying the thermoxidation of
PPO in the presence of oxygen, authors have been arguing whether or not
the secondary alkoxy radicals play a major role in the degradation of
PPO. By NMR spectroscopy, Griffith et al.17 monitored the end groups
of PPO degraded at 125°C. After oxidation of dihydroxyl terminated
PPO, they found acetate and formate end groups in a ratio of 2:3, as well
as ketone chain-ends. These chain-ends were explained by the
breakdown of both tertiary and, though less probably, secondary
hydroperoxide. Kemp and co-authors18 used MALDI-TOF MS to
monitor the thermoxidation of PPO at 155°C. They found that the
degradation pathways implied secondary alkoxy radicals played a major
role. These results supported previous studies by Lemaire and co-
authors19. By NMR spectroscopy Yang et al.16 followed the thermal
degradation of both PEO and PPO at 150°C. For oxidised PEO, formate
end groups appear through intramolecular decomposition and
esterification of hydroxyl chain-ends. For PPO, they showed the
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importance of esterification of hydroxyl chain-ends during oxidation and
suggested the predominance of tertiary alkoxy radicals at the beginning
of polymer breakdown.

All of these studies were performed on either PPO or PEO polymers.
Data collected for homopolymers can not be used as the sole source of
information to explain thermal degradation of poloxamers. Identifying
and explaining the diversity of mechanisms possibly involved in
poloxamer thermoxidation was, however, an analytical challenge. To
meet this challenge, a broad range of analytical techniques was needed.
These techniques and their use in the analysis of thermoxidation of
poloxamers are discussed in Chapter 4.1.

2.1.2 Poly(L-lactide) (PLLA)

2.1.2.1 Structure

Polylactides (PLAs) are polyesters of lactic acid (Scheme 2.1). The
common synthesis route is by ring-opening polymerisation of the cyclic
lactic acid dimer, lactide20. Direct polycondensation of lactic acid is also
possible but ring-opening polymerisation remains the preferred method
as higher molecular weights can be reached in a shorter time21 and with
better control. A wide range of PLAs with different properties can be
produced thanks to the two asymmetric carbons present in the lactide
structure (Scheme 2.2).

*
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*
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Scheme 2.1 Polylactide molecular structure.
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Scheme 2.2          a) L-lactide,           b) meso-lactide        c) D-lactide
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The strongest material is produced starting from pure L-lactide. The
polymerisation is initiated by a catalyst to yield pure poly(L-lactide),
PLLA. The catalyst often used is stannous-2-ethylhexanoate as it allows
a relatively easy polymerisation. Another reason for its use is that this
catalyst was approved by the American FDA22, and thus could be used
in biological applications. PLLA is a semicrystalline material with a Tg

between 60 and 67°C, and a Tm between 170 and 180°C23.

2.1.2.2 Hydrolysis and biotic degradation

Today, PLAs are mostly used as biomaterials. By choosing the lactide
monomer, manufacturers are able to control the rate of degradation of
polylactide polymers. Upon degradation, PLAs release nontoxic
products. This fact led the FDA to approve these polymers for medical
use. As a result, PLAs have become widely utilised for wound closure24,
in temporary prostethic implants25,26, and also in drug delivery
systems27,28. Recently, with the opening of a major PLA production
plant by Dow Chemicals in the United States, lactic acid based polyesters
have started to compete with polystyrene on the market of disposable
thermoplastic items. Another promising application is the use of PLAs as
agricultural mulch films.

It has been reported that PLAs are biodegradable by a combination of
hydrolysis and microbial metabolism29-37. Since most of the polymers
were biomaterials, degradation studies were usually performed in vivo or
in buffered water. Several analytical methods have been used to
characterise the degradation of polylactides. Size exclusion
chromatography and liquid chromatography, both in organic solvents and
in mixtures of water with organic solvents, have been used to investigate
degradation products. Previously, our research group studied the
degradation of PLLA in buffer solutions at 37 and 60°C35. Analytical
methods used were size exclusion chromatography and solid phase
extraction/gas chromatography-mass spectrometry. It was found that
hydrolysis degradation (Scheme 2.3) was a random mechanism and
proceeded in three stages. During the first stage the molecular weight
decreased rapidly with little weight loss. In stage two, the decrease in
molecular weight slowed down and severe weight loss started in parallel
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with monomer formation. During the final third stage, when total weight
loss was observed, about 50% of the polymer was converted to monomer.
The hydrolysis of the soluble oligomers continued until all were
converted to lactic acid.

O
OH

O
O

O

O

O

O
OH

O

O
H2O

Scheme 2.3 Hydrolysis of ester bond of polylactide.

Another technique, high-performance capillary electrophoresis was used
to analyse the water-soluble oligomers of PLAs with a degree of
polymerisation lower than eight38,39. Lactic acid, lactoyl lactic acid
dimers and higher oligomers were successfully observed in aqueous
solutions with this method. Lactoyl lactic acid, the opened form of
lactide, was previously identified by using headspace gas
chromatography-mass spectrometry after degradation of PLAs in
buffered water40. The hydrolysis of amorphous racemic PLA can lead to
a crystalline oligomeric stereocomplex. The structure of this crystalline
residue has been studied by differential scanning calorimetry and x-ray
scattering techniques41. Crystallinity changes are very important
phenomena when studying PLA degradation, as crystallites are more
resistant to hydrolysis than amorphous regions.

When submitting poly(L-lactide) to a mixed culture of compost
microorganisms, another degradation product, ethyl ester of lactoyl lactic
acid, was observed by GC-MS36. This compound was specific to biotic
degradation. It was also found that biotic degradation was favoured by
the initial presence of lactic acid and lactoyl lactic acid in the virgin
material37. Few studies have been published concerning the degradation
of PLAs in natural soil. Vert and co-workers42 conducted soil
experiments for 2-mm thick plates of racemic PLA during eight weeks.
They found that fungi developed, at the surface and into the bulk of the
plates, which were able to assimilate PLA oligomers. Soil experiments
involving the semi-crystalline PLLA have not been performed to date,
probably since it takes more than a couple of months to degrade this
polymer matrix. However, what could be learn from such a study is very
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important as PLLAs are increasingly used to make disposable
thermoplastic products which will eventually finish their lives in landfill
sites and in nature.

2.1.3 Glassfibre reinforced polyester composites

2.1.3.1 Structure

Unsaturated polyesters with glassfibre reinforcing are used to make high
corrosion resistant thermoset composites. They are of large interest
because of their use as metallic replacement materials and have found
applications in transportation, naval construction and corrosion-resistant
products. The polyester matrix of the composite material is prepared
using relatively low molecular weight linear polyester (generally
unsaturated). The backbone is usually an assembly of phthalic anhydride,
maleic anhydride or fumaric acid, isophthalic acid with ethylene glycol,
propylene glycol, diethylene glycol or bisphenol A monomers. The
crosslinking is done by free radical initiated copolymerisation using
styrene, or less commonly vinyl acetate, methyl methacrylate or diallyl
phthalate monomers.

2.1.3.2 Stability

Unsaturated polyesters are often stored or used over long periods of time
and, although these materials are quiet inert, some deterioration of the
properties may be observed. The extent of deterioration depends e.g. on
changes in temperature, humidity, and/or gas environment. Many studies
have been carried out showing the change in the mechanical (elastic
modulus, strength, elongation) and physical properties of such materials
under different temperature and moisture conditions43-46. The changes
in long-term properties have also been related to chemical factors (e.g.
hydrolysis of the polyester matrix, loss of low molecular weight
compounds), but very few studies have been conducted to analyse the
degradation products or to understand the mechanisms of degradation,
correlating structure, ageing and lifetime. The main reason is that it is
very difficult to simulate natural conditions of degradation and because
composites materials show low degradation rates under low temperature
exposure.
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The thermoset structure of these polyesters prevents traditional
degradation mechanisms that can happen with thermoplastics (e.g.
unzipping). Unlike the metallic materials which they replace, composites
are more susceptible to moisture and temperature45. During ageing,
water penetrates the composites through the resin by Fickian diffusion44,
or through voids or cracks. The polymeric matrix can absorb 1%-2%
water at ambient temperature (% of the matrix weight), possibly
degrading both the matrix and the fibre/matrix interface46. Moreover, it
has been shown by Regnier et al.47 that the presence of glassfibre
decreases the number of crosslinking points in the polyester matrix, and,
as a result, the ester linkages are more susceptible to hydrolysis at the
prepolymer chain end. In addition, hydrolysis of ester groups results in
the formation of carboxyl groups, which have been shown to auto-
catalyse further decomposition48. Apicella et al.49,50 demonstrated that
the loss of low molecular weight compounds present in the resin is an
important factor in the embrittlement of the materials. Harper and
Naeem44 also reported resin weight loss after exposure to water at 60
and 70°C.

Several studies deal with the fibre/matrix interface43,46,51-53. Indeed,
the interface is more susceptible to environmental degradation than the
matrix since glass and resin have very different properties. Blaga and
Yamasaki51 showed that, under the influence of alternating cyclic
stresses and in conjunction with chemical degradation of the matrix, the
interface region undergoes cracking, fracture and fibre delamination.

In summary, moisture may cause degradation in the strength and stiffness
of the composite matrix (polyester resin) and the fibre/matrix interface.
Degradation is also related to temperature and other environmental
factors such as irradiation or gas environment. The resin may be slowly
degraded by hydrolysis of crosslinks, releasing low molecular weight
compounds.
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2.2 Multivariate Data Analysis (MDA)

Multivariate data analysis is a method used to extract information from
data tables. The lines of the table consist of a number of observations,
e.g. a list of polymers tested, and the columns are different types of
variables. In the case of analysing a material, these variables could be
mechanical properties, chemical properties, quantities of different
molecules detected, etc. The principle of MDA was introduced in the
mid-seventies by Wold54. At that time, engineers and researchers had to
deal with more and more data as instruments were getting more efficient
in performing multiple recording tasks. With large amounts of data, the
best way to extract valuable information was no longer obvious. To solve
this analytical problem two tools were developed: Principal component
analysis (PCA) and partial least square regression (PLS).
PCA is a projection method used to extract information from a single
data table55,56. The first step in analysing the table is called data
overview: PCA shows how the observations are related. It can tell us for
instance which experiment failed in a series of experiments (Figure 2.1
(a)). It is also able to show which variables provide the same information
about the observations (Figure 2.1 (b)). We expect variables which are
interdependent, such as y and y/2, to be examples of such. The next step
when extracting information is to see if observations are organised into
different groups (Figure 2.1 (c)). If groups are revealed, it can then be a
good idea to perform an individual PCA for each of these groups in order
to extract more information.

X

O
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tio
ns

Variables

PCA

X1

X2

y1  y2

a

c

b

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Figure 2.1 Principal Component Analysis (PCA) as a tool to a) find outliers, b) find
relations between variables, c) classify experiments.
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The last step of data analysis is regression modelling between two groups
of data X and Y (PLS). PLS uses the same projection methods as PCA.
The aim is to model X in such a way that the information in Y can be
predicted with maximal precision (Figure 2.2). A mathematical
description of PLS is given by Höskuldsson57 and Wold et al.55,58.

X Y

O
bs

er
va

tio
ns

Variables X: Factors Variables Y: Responses

PLS

Y=f(X)

Figure 2.2 Partial Least Square Regression (PLS) links two blocks of variables.

2.2.1 Principal Component Analysis (PCA)

As indicated before, PCA provides a mathematical tool to explain
variance in a single data table X (or Y). The original number of variables
is reduced to a few descriptive dimensions (the so-called principal
components), which must explain the maximum amount of variance. This
involves a reduction of X (or Y) into row vectors (pi loadings) and
column vectors (ti scores). These latent variables can be visualised in
plots revealing the dominant patterns in the analysed data. Relationships
among observations (score plots) and among variables (loading plots)
can be extracted. Figure 2.3 shows how the dimensions of a data table
consisting of 10 rows (10 experiments) and 3 columns (3 variables) are
reduced by PCA. The ten points are projected on a plane, which
approximates the data in the best possible way. The two orthogonal axes
defining this plane are the first and second principal components. The
method is the same in the case of k variables (k>3). It is just more
difficult to display k dimensions projected on an hyperplane.
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PC2
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α

Figure 2.3 Geometric representation of PCA for 10 observations and 3 variables.
Empty circles are observations plotted in the original ordinate system
(O,Var1,Var2,Var3). Full circles are projections on (O’,PC1,PC2).

Having reduced the dimensions of the matrix to two, it is now very easy
to visualise the relationship among observations (Figure 2.4).
Observations close to each other have similar properties, whereas those
far from each other are dissimilar with respect to the properties
represented by Var1, Var2 and Var3.

t1

t2

O’

Figure 2.4 Score plot. (O’,t1,t2) is equivalent to (O’,PC1,PC2) from Figure 2.3.
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The position of the plane (PC1,PC2) in (O,Var1,Var2,Var3),can be
obtained by projection of the two axes PC1 and PC2 on the three original
axes (Table 2.1). It is this operation which allows us to draw loading
plots (Figure 2.5) where relationships among the original variables can be
observed.

Table 2.1 How do we calculate loading? αααα refers to the angle displayed on Fig. 2.3.

Var1 Var2 Var3
Loading p1 Cos(π/2-=

==

=αααα) PC1 projected on Var2 Cos(αααα)
Loading p2 PC2 projected on Var1 PC2 projected on Var2 PC2 projected on Var3

p1

p2

O’

Var1

Var2

Var3

Figure 2.5 Loading plot.

Variables are positively correlated when they are in the same quadrant of
the loading plot. For instance, when Var1 increases Var2 increases as
well. Variables are negatively correlated when they are in diagonally
opposite quadrants (when Var1 increases Var3 decreases). Finally, the
further away from the origin the variable lies, the stronger its influence
on the model (e.g. Var3 has less impact on this model than Var1 or Var2).

Until now we have been looking at models with only two principal
components. But sometimes three or four components are necessary to
obtain a model that explains and predicts enough information from the
data table under consideration. How do we know that a PCA model is
valid and how do we choose the number of PCs?
To choose the dimensionality of the PCA (number of loadings and
scores), cross-validation is used59. Cross-validation is a procedure to test
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the significance of a PC model. The idea is to remove a portion of the
data from the original matrix, develop a series of models from this new
matrix, predict the missing data using those models and compare the
predicted values with the real values. The result of the test is displayed in
the goodness of prediction or Q2 (the value of predicted variance falls
between 0 and 1, where values close to one indicate good predictions).
The goodness of fit or R2 tells us how well we are able to mathematically
reproduce the matrix X data from the developed model (also referred as
the variance of the model). R2 has the disadvantage of increasing towards
one with increases in model complexity (i.e. number of components).
Another disadvantage is R2 can randomly be close to one for models
unable to predict the behaviour of a particular observation. Thus, it is not
advisable to use R2 as the sole tool in choosing the dimensions or proving
the validity of a model. Q2 on the other hand, does not necessarily
approach one with increasing model complexity. Once the model reaches
its highest predictive value, Q2 remains constant or even decreases with
increasing number of components. At this stage, the additional principal
components added to the calculation are useless and should not be
included in the model.
Generally, a Q2>0.5 indicates a good model has been achieved and a
Q2>0.9 is considered an excellent model.

2.2.2 Partial Least Square Regression (PLS)

The purpose of PLS is to relate two data matrices, X and Y, by a linear
multivariate model. This analysis is utilised when the measured
properties of an observation are of two different types. If we consider, for
instance, a polymer analysed by mass spectrometry, we could have a first
set of variables (factors, X) corresponding to the concentration of
degradation products. The second set of variables (responses, matrix Y)
could be the time of ageing, temperature, humidity, crystallinity,
molecular weight, strength, elongation, etc. With PLS we can try to relate
the concentration of degradation products to, for example, the age of the
sample.
Scores found in matrix X are denoted with the letter ti while those in
matrix Y are denoted by ui. By plotting ti versus ui we are able to observe
the possible correlation between the matrices X and Y (Figure 2.6).
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Figure 2.6 PLS principle in the case of a matrix X with 10 observations and 3
variables x1, x2, x3; and a matrix Y also with 10 observations and 3 variables y1, y2,
y3. Only one principal component is displayed for each matrix (t1 and u1).

To check the validity of the model, cross-validation is used in the same
way as for PCA. However, this proves not to be enough to assess the
correlation between X and Y. Another test named permutation testing is
usually used to confirm the validity60. In this test, models are
recalculated for randomly reordered response data Y. The reordered data
are related to the unperturbed X matrix by refitting the model. New R2

and Q2 values are obtained. If these values do not decrease, one should be
prudent with the validity of the model. After 100 permutations, valid
models typically have R2<0.3 and Q2<0.05.
The final and best test of any model is to try it with an external set of
experiments. We can create a matrix X of new experiments, include them
in the previous model and compare the Y predicted with the Y observed.
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3 EXPERIMENTAL

3.1 Materials

3.1.1 Poloxamer 407 (P407)

The three materials considered in this study are:

•  The commercial poloxamer: The material used in this study was
obtained from BASF and is also known by the names poloxamer 407
and Pluronic  F127. According to the manufacturer, this polymer has
an average molecular weight ranging from 9840 to 14,600 g.mol-1

and the following structure:
H(O-CH2-CH2)a-(O-CH2-CH(CH3)-)b-(O-CH2-CH2)a-OH.
At the maximum of the molecular weight distribution, a=101 and
b=56. In addition, P407 contains 88 ppm of the antioxidant 2,6-di-
tert-butyl-4-methylphenol (BHT), ≤1 ppm of ethylene oxide and ≤5
ppm of propylene oxide. The melting point of the block copolymer
ranges from 53 to 57°C.

•  P407 mixed with acetic acid (P407AA): This copolymer contained
500 ppm of acetic acid. During the mixing process, BHT
concentration was diluted. The final concentration of BHT was 35
ppm.

•  P407AA mixed with an additional amount of the antioxidant BHT
(P407AABHT): The concentration of acetic acid was 500 ppm and
that of BHT was 230 ppm.

Liquid Chromatography was used to determine the concentration of
acetic acid and antioxidant present in the materials. Experimental
conditions are described in Paper II.
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3.1.2 Poly(L-lactide) (PLLA)

The material utilised was pure poly(L-lactide) without additives, made by
Neste Oy, Finland. PLLA has a molecular weight nM  of 34,200 and wM
of 115,500. The thickness of the film samples was 45 µm.

3.1.3 Glassfibre reinforced polyester composite

The material studied was an unsaturated polyester/glassfibre composite.
The polyester matrix was Soredur S104 (diallyl phthalate modified
unsaturated polyester) and the glassfibre was E-glass roving RS50-60.
Benzoylperoxide paste was used to cure the material. 100 mm long tubes
of the glassfibre/polyester composite were cut from the gun barrel parts
of disarmed weapons. The inner diameter of the tubes was 74 mm.

3.2 Degradation procedures

3.2.1 Thermo-oxidation of poloxamer 407

The samples were submitted to thermal ageing at 50 and 80°C in air. 200
mg of poloxamer were placed in closed 20 ml glass vials, and heated in
an oven at 50 or 80°C for up to 10 weeks. A fresh sample was used for
each degradation period. The choice to use closed vials was necessitated
by the headspace analysis that had to be performed for each sample. As a
result of the closed environment, oxidation takes place under oxygen
starved conditions with approximately one molecule of oxygen for every
24 repeat units of the polymer.

3.2.2 Poly(L-lactide) buried in soil

PLLA films were buried in soil for 2 years. The soil tests were conducted
in Heinola, southern Finland, in an Oxalis-Myrtillus type (OMT) forest
dominated by Norway spruce (Picea abies). The test started in October
1996. The first sampling was in June 1997 after the winter period (8
months). The second set of samples was taken in October 1997 (12
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months), the third in June 1998 (20 months) and the last in October 1998
(24 months). The burial procedure was conducted together with
Biotechnology and Food Research, VTT, Finland.

3.2.3 Accelerated ageing of a glassfibre reinforced polyester
composite

The test specimens were stored under accelerated ageing conditions in
one of two climates, at 40°C/80 %-relative humidity (RH) or at 60°C/80
%-RH. After 0, 6 and 8 months, 1, 2, 5 and 6 years, small specimens of
about 350 mg were cut from the middle of the tube and the volatile
products were analysed. Before this experiment, the weapons, from
which the original material was obtained, had been stored for 20 years
and had thus already been degraded to some extent at the beginning of
the accelerated ageing. Monica Kowalska from FOA (Sundbyberg)
started the degradation study. Carel Pattyranie from FMV was in charge
of the planning.

3.3 Extraction techniques

3.3.1 Liquid extraction

Liquid extraction was performed only in the case of the polyester
composite:
Each sample piece of 350 mg was extracted with 1 ml diethyl ether for
four hours. The ether fractions were evaporated to dryness and the
products were dissolved into 50 µl CHCl3.

3.3.2 Headspace extraction

Headspace extraction allows extraction and analysis of volatile molecules
from a gas phase in equilibrium with a liquid or a solid. Headspace
extraction linked to gas chromatography was first reported in 1958 by
Bovijn and co-workers61, who were interested in the hydrogen content in
the water of high-pressure power stations. Once the process was
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automated by Perkin-Elmer in the late sixties62, it became easier to find
applications in the polymer field. Since then, the American Society for
Testing and Materials has developed a wide number of standard
procedures using headspace extraction for polymer analysis63-66.
In our work, headspace extraction was a better choice than solid phase
microextraction (see next chapter) when studying the volatile degradation
products from polyester composites. In fact, we analysed the results
quantitatively by multivariate data analysis, and found the automated
headspace extraction method provided better repeatability and more
reliable data than solid phase microextractrion in this case.

Polyester composite study:
One 350 mg piece of sample was closed in each headspace vial. The vials
were thermostated for 15 min at 100°C after which the volatile products
were analysed with a Perkin-Elmer 101 headspace coupled to the 8500
model gas chromatograph and ITD mass spectrometer.

3.3.3 Solid phase microextraction (SPME)

Another headspace method, solid phase microextraction was first
described by Belardi and Pawliszyn in 1989. The technique was
commercialised in 1993 by Supelco. Recently, the SPME method has
been applied to many areas in analytical chemistry67,68. In many
polymer applications, analytes must be determined in difficult matrices
and sample preparation can be very complicated. With SPME, analytes
are concentrated by absorption into a solid phase (Figure 3.1). The
technique utilises a rod of fused silica coated with an absorbent polymer.
Organic compounds present in the sample are in equilibrium between the
sample, the headspace over the sample and the fibre. The selection of
coating material is based on the type of compounds to be analysed.
Several coating materials of different thickness are available. An
advantage of SPME over headspace extraction is the possibility to
analyse samples on different mass spectrometers for comparison
purposes.
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Figure 3.1 SPME methodology.

Samples can be in solid phase and no complicated preparation is needed
to extract volatile products from the samples. Nowadays analytical
laboratories are also trying to achieve minimal use of solvents, and with
SPME no solvents are needed. It has been shown that SPME is a good
sample preparation technique to be used as a tool for identifying
degradation products in polymers35,69-72. It has been successfully used
by our research group for PLAs35,69, polyethylenes70-72 and
polydimethylsiloxanes73. Recently, we have also shown that SPME is
able to extract plastic additive degradation products, brominated flame
retardant derivatives to be more precise, from aqueous solutions74.

PLLA study:
The capability of two different SPME fibres to extract low molecular
weight products from polylactide was tested. The fibre materials used
were carbowax/divinylbenzene (CW/DVB) and polymethylsiloxane/
divinylbenzene (PDMS/DVB). The fibre thickness was in both cases
65 µm. Reproducibility of measurements was studied. Reproducibility
conditions included the same measurement procedure, the same observer,
and the same measuring instrument, used under the same conditions.
Three measurements were done over a short period of time in the same
location using the same SPME fibre. 0.1 g of PLLA film was closed in a
20 ml vial. The fibre was exposed to the headspace over the solid PLLA
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for 30 min at 80ºC. Extractions were made from empty vials and from
vials containing soil to obtain a background level of noise. The thermal
desorption time of the fibre in the GC injector was 5 min.
The uncertainty of measurement comprises many components. Table 3.1
demonstrates that the variability of the relevant influencing factors is less
than the uncertainty associated with the SPME/CG-MS method.

Table 3.1 Reproducibility of results, the relative peak areas of L-lactide detected
by GC-MS.

Sample Fibre Lactide Sample Fibre Lactide

PLLA 1 CW/DVB 11.6 PLLA 4 PDMS/DVB 16.6

PLLA 2 CW/DVB 13.3 PLLA 5 PDMS/DVB 12.3

PLLA 3 CW/DVB 17.0 PLLA 6 PDMS/DVB 20.9

MEAN 14±3.0 MEAN 16.6±4.3

The dispersion of the values is reasonably attributed to the inherent error
of the extraction device. The dispersion of lactide values was less when
the CW/DVB fibre was used (21 % compare to 26 % for PDMS/DVB).
Moreover, it was observed that the PDMS/DVB fibre was less stabile in
the injector of the mass spectrometer at 250ºC than the CW/DVB fibre.
In some cases, parts of the coating were lost in the injector. As a result, in
the following study we chose to use the CW/DVB fibre to monitor semi-
quantitatively the small oligomers of polylactide. By semi-quantitative
analysis, we mean that we are able to follow concentration changes
without having the possibility to measure exact values. The same
dispersion of peak areas has been observed when analysing aqueous
solutions of plastic additives by SPME with CW/DVB fibres74.

Poloxamer study:
Two different fibres were used: Carbowax/Divinylbenzene (CW/DVB)
65 µm and Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) 100 µm. The fibres were
exposed to the headspace over the solid for 30 minutes at 80°C. As for
the PLLA study, empty vials were analysed in order to check molecules
coming from the background. The best extractions were obtained with
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the CW/DVB fibre (data not shown), and the results presented in this
thesis refer to this fibre only.

3.4 Analytical techniques

3.4.1 Size Exclusion Chromatography (SEC)

Poloxamer study:
Changes in molecular weight were followed by SEC. A Waters
Associates Chromatography Pump 0-6000 with a LI-Chroma-Damp III
column were used (Paper I). Detection was realised by a differential
refractometer. THF was the mobile phase with a flow rate of 0.1 ml/min.
Calibration was performed with poly(ethylene glycol) standards
(Polydispersity = 1.02-1.03) ranging from 620 to 22,800 g/mol.
In paper II a different system was used: The instrument was equipped
with a Waters model 510 pump, a PL-ELS 1000 detector from Polymer
Laboratories and two PLgel 10 µm mixed-B columns (300 × 7,5 mm)
from Polymer Laboratories. Chloroform was used as the mobile phase
with a flow rate of 1 ml/min. Polyethylene oxide standards in the
molecular weight range 620 to 288,000 g/mole were used for calibration.
The preparative SEC analyses were performed in CHCl3 with a Waters
6000A apparatus equipped with four ultrastyragel columns (in the order
104, 103, 500, 100 Å pore size) connected in series, using a Waters R401
differential refractometer. 60 µl of a polymer solution (10 mg/ml) was
injected and eluted at a flow rate of 1 ml/min. Each fraction consisted of
12 drops collected from the Poloxamer 407 solution.

PLLA study:
SEC-studies were carried out at room temperature using a modular
Waters system consisting of a Waters WISP 710 autosampler, a Waters
510 pump and a Waters 410 refractive index detector. The data were
collected and processed using a Waters Millennium 2010
chromatography data station. The columns were Waters Microstyragel
columns (105, 104, 103 Å in pore size) placed in series with the refractive
index detector. Chloroform was used as the eluent at a flow rate of 1
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ml/min. Calibration was performed with narrow molecular weight
polystyrene standards.

3.4.2 Gas Chromatography-Mass Spectrometry (GC-MS)

Poloxamer study:
The volatile products released during thermal degradation were analysed
on a Finnigan GCQ with a CP-Sil 8CB (30 m × 0.25 mm ID) column
(Paper I). Helium was used as the carrier gas. The SPME fibre was
inserted into the injector for 5 minutes at 220°C. The temperature was
programmed as followed: 3 minutes at 40°C then heating to 250°C at a
rate of 10°C min-1 and eventually 10 minutes at 250°C.
In the second study (Paper II) the samples were analysed by a Varian gas
chromatograph coupled to a Finnigan SSQ7000 mass spectrometer. The
column used was a HP-WAX capillary column (30 m × 0.25 mm). The
column temperature was held at 40°C for 1 min and then programmed to
heat to 200°C at a rate of 10°C min-1, and finally held at 200°C for 10
minutes. The injector temperature was 220°C. Helium was used as the
carrier gas.

PLLA study:
The samples were analysed by a Varian gas chromatograph coupled to a
Finnigan SSQ7000 mass spectrometer. The column was a DB-5MS
capillary column from J&W (30 m × 0.25 mm). The column temperature
was held at 50°C for 1 min and then programmed to heat to 250°C at a
rate of 10°C min-1. The injector temperature was 250°C. Helium was
used as the carrier gas.
The same method was always used to integrate the peaks in the different
chromatograms when a quantitative analysis was needed (automatic
integration).

Polyester composite study:
A Perkin-Elmer 8500 model gas chromatograph coupled to an ITD mass
spectrometer was used to separate and identify the degradation products.
For the liquid extract analysis, a DB-225 column (30 m × 0.32 mm) was
programmed to heat from 50°C to 225°C at a rate of 7°C min-1. The
injection temperature was 225°C and helium was used as the carrier gas.
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For the headspace analysis, a DB-FFAP column (30 m × 0.32 mm) was
programmed to heat from 40°C (8 min) to 225°C at a rate of 5°C min-1.

3.4.3 Matrix Assisted Laser Desorption Ionisation-Time of Flight
Mass Spectrometry (MALDI-TOF MS)

MALDI-TOF MS is a rather new technique used for characterisation of
individual chains of both synthetic and biopolymers. The research group
of Franz Hillenkamp75 was one of the major contributors to the
development of MALDI-TOF MS at the end of the 1980’s. The principle
of MALDI-TOF MS can be described as follows: Polymer chains are
mixed with an organic matrix. The polymer/matrix mixture absorbs the
energy from a laser beam to leave the polymer chains in a gas phase. This
gas phase is then analysed by a mass spectrometer. The time of transport
of the analyte to the ionisation chamber of the mass spectrometer is
proportional to the size of the original polymer chain. In the mass range
between 100-10,000 g mol-1 it is possible to obtain signals for individual
chains in case of linear polymers. These signals can be used not only to
get information about the molecular weight distribution, but also about
end-groups of the polymer chains. This is well described by the
comprehensive works of Montaudo et al.76.

Poloxamer study:
The Matrix-Assisted Laser desorption ionisation- time of flight mass
spectra were recorded in linear and reflectron mode by using a Voyager-
De STR (Perseptive Biosystem) mass spectrometer equipped with a
nitrogen laser emitting at 337 nm with a 3 ns pulse width and working in
positive mode. The accelerating voltage was 25 kV; the grid voltage and
the delay time were optimised for each sample to achieve the highest
molar mass values. The laser irradiance was maintained slightly above
threshold.
2-(4-Hydroxyphenylazo)benzoic acid (HABA) (0.1 M in a THF/CHCl3
mixture) was used as the matrix.
The sample concentration of all unfractionated samples was 5 mg/ml in
CHCl3 whereas SEC fractions were dissolved in 20 µL of CHCl3 after
complete evaporation of the eluent. Equal volumes of sample solutions
and matrix solution were mixed in order to obtain a 2:1, 1:1 and 1:2 ratio.
1 µL of a 0.1 M solution of sodium chloride (in water) was added to aid
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cationisation. 1 µL of each sample/matrix mixture was spotted on the
MALDI sample holder and slowly dried to allow matrix crystallisation.

3.4.4 Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (1H-NMR)

Poloxamer study:
The 1H-NMR analyses were performed at room temperature with a
UNITY INOVA Varian instrument operating at 500 MHz using
deuterated chloroform as solvent and tetramethylsilane as standard.

3.4.5 Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC)

PLLA study:
The DSC measurements were carried out using a Mettler Differential
Scanning Calorimeter 30. The closed aluminium pans were used and the
measurements were done under nitrogen atmosphere. The amount of
sample was approximately 5 mg and the heating rate was 10°C min-1.
The glass transition temperature (Tg) and melting temperature (Tm) were
measured and calculated from the second heating using the Mettler TA
4000 analysis program. Percentage crystallinity Xc was calculated based
on a heat of fusion of 93.6 J/g.

3.4.6 Multivariate Data Analysis

Polyester composite study:
We use SIMCA  software developed by Håkan Friden, Kaj Koivula and
Svante Wold for UMETRI AB. The version was SIMCA-S V 6.01.
For all the models the computational options were Scaled and centred
data, and automatic PCA autofit (cross-validation).
Cross-validation rounds: 7.
Maximum iterations: 200.
Significance level: 0.05.
Distance to model: normalised.
Samples names: For convenience reasons to read the plots, a sample
degraded 6 months at 40°C was called 40_6 and so on for the other
samples.
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4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 Fast rate degradation: Thermo-oxidation of
poly(ethylene oxide-propylene oxide-ethylene oxide)
triblock copolymers

Poly(ethylene oxide-propylene oxide-ethylene oxide) triblock
copolymers (P(EO-PO-EO)), also called poloxamers, are generally used
as surfactants in the pharmaceutical industry. They function well in this
role due to their hydrophilic PEO blocks and hydrophobic PPO chains.
One specific P(EO-PO-EO) of particular interest was poloxamer 407 due
to its large molecular weight (around 12,000 Da). As one of the largest
molecules in the poloxamer series, it can be used as a model to study the
start of thermoxidation in these block copolymers.

4.1.1 Characterisation of virgin copolymer

Poloxamer 407 was made by the addition of propylene oxide to a
propylene glycol initiator, forming a polyoxypropylene glycol with a
molar mass of approximately 4000 Da3. This reaction was performed at
elevated temperature and pressure in an anhydrous, inert atmosphere in
the presence of an alkaline catalyst (in this case KOH). Once all of the
propylene oxide had reacted, ethylene oxide was added in a controlled
manner to form two polyoxyethylene blocks. The product was then
neutralised with an acid, typically phosphoric acid or acetic acid (such as
in this case).
Figure 4.1 shows the 1H-NMR spectrum of the virgin material. The total
composition was obtained by integration of the signals at 3.65 ppm of EO
and at 3.4 ppm of the methinic proton of PO. The copolymer consisted of
77 % EO and 23 % PO units. This ratio was in agreement with the data
obtained from the manufacturer. Although the copolymer was mostly
dihydroxyl terminated, small amounts of allyl ether end groups
(CH2=CH-CH2-O-) and vinyl ether end groups (CH2=CH-O-) were
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observed. These two end groups formed during the polymerisation of the
PPO (resp. PEO) block as a result of rearrangements i.e. propylene oxide
rearranged to form allyl alcohol whereas the dehydration of the
hydroxyethyl end group of the growing PEO chain produced vinyl ether.
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Figure 4.1 1H-NMR spectrum of virgin poloxamer 407.

Figure 4.2 (a) shows the SEC trace of the virgin sample and
Figure 4.2 (b) the corresponding MALDI spectrum. An unexpected
bimodal distribution was observed. The two distributions appeared very
narrow, as expected for anionic polymerisation.
It is well known that for the analysis of polymers with narrow molar
mass distribution, such as in this case, the molar mass estimates provided
by MALDI agree with the values obtained by conventional
techniques76,77. Table 4.1 lists molar mass values and polydispersity
indexes for both aspects of the bimodal distributions obtained by SEC
and by MALDI. The lower molar mass distribution presented a higher
polydispersity index.
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Table 4.1 Molecular weight (Mp) and
Polydispersity index (P.I.) for the two
distributions found in Poloxamer 407.

Mp
(Da) a

Mp
(Da) b

P.I. a

D1 5600 6600 1.022
D2 13,600 15,500 1.007

a Determined by absolute calibration
curve obtained by SEC/MALDI-TOF-
MS.
b Determined by SEC, calibration
obtained with PEG standards.

Figure 4.2 Molecular weight distribution of virgin poloxamer as analysed by
a) SEC and b) MALDI-TOF-MS.

The technique of MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry is also widely used
with increasing success for the structural characterisation of synthetic
polymers, particularly for end group analyses76,78. Nevertheless, in this
case, the MALDI spectra recorded for the triblock copolymer were not
resolved. To overcome this failure, end group analysis was performed by
MALDI analysis of a lower molar mass SEC fraction. Figure 4.3 shows
the MALDI spectrum for the fraction of copolymer eluted at 27.9 mL.
The MALDI spectrum was well resolved and this allowed the
characterisation of the end groups. Table 4.2 presents the assignment of
the peaks. All the peaks were reasonably assigned to sodium alkoxide
terminated oligomers of P(EO-co-PO) copolymers. Nevertheless
vinyl/hydroxyl and allyl/hydroxyl terminated oligomers with a different
EO:PO ratio and cyclic species, though less likely, are also possible.
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Figure 4.3 MALDI spectrum of the SEC fraction of virgin poloxamer eluted at 27.9
mL. Possible assignments are showed in table 2.

Table 4.2. Three possible assignments for the MALDI-TOF spectrum of the SEC
fraction of virgin poloxamer eluted at 27.9 mL.

EO units / PO units

Chain Ends OH----OH Allyl----OH Vinyl----OH M/z + Na (Da)

44/14 51/8 50/9 2792.4
51/9 58/3 57/4 2809.9

45/14 52/8 51/9 2836.4
52/9 59/3 58/4 2854.0

46/14 53/8 52/9 2880.1
53/9 60/3 59/4 2898.0

47/14 54/8 53/9 2924.8
54/9 61/3 60/4 2942.5

48/14 55/8 54/9 2968.7
55/9 62/3 61/4 2985.9

49/14 56/8 55/9 3012.3
56/9 63/3 62/4 3030.2

50/14 57/8 56/9 3056.6
57/9 64/3 63/4 3074.2

51/14 58/8 57/9 3100.6
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In order to verify the composition of the two distributions we used
SEC/NMR. Figure 4.4 presents the SEC/NMR results. Composition was
obtained by integration in the same way as for the original material.
Although the composition of the narrower, main peak (Mp=13,600 Da)
was slightly different than expected, with 75 % EO and 25 % PO units
instead of 77:23, the broader, second peak consisted of 92 % EO and 8 %
PO. The ratios for the latter were closer to the values found by MALDI
(Table 4.2) for vinyl/hydroxyl or allyl/hydroxyl terminated oligomers
than for dihydroxyl terminated chains.
This unexpected distribution around 5600 Da could have been the result
of the isomerisation of PO to allyl alcohol, which then reacted to form
allyl ethers of PPO. This mechanism was well described in the
literature79,80 and is known as being a factor that limits the maximum
molecular weight of PPO produced by basic catalysis. When EO was
introduced into the reactor, chains of diblock copolymer were produced
with an allyl ether end group on the side of the PO chain and a hydroxyl
end group on the EO chain, forming the unexpected distribution.

21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32

Ve (mL)

Ve = 26.6 mL

Ve = 24.4 mL

(ppm)
0.81.01.21.41.61.82.02.22.42.62.83.03.23.43.63.84.0

3.923.964.00

1.841.861.88

CH3

CHO CH2 CH2 CH2O O CH2 CH2
a          a                       b          c                       a          a

d
a

b ca

(ppm)
0.81.01.21.41.61.82.02.22.42.62.83.03.23.43.63.84.0

3.363.403.443.483.523.56 1.121.141.16a

a

b
c d

d

Figure 4.4 SEC-1H-NMR of virgin poloxamer for 2 fractions eluted at the
maximum of the two distributions.
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4.1.2 Thermal oxidation of poloxamers as studied by SEC and
MALDI-TOF MS

4.1.2.1 P407

Figure 4.5 shows the changes in the molecular weight distribution of
poloxamer 407 when exposed to thermal ageing at 80°C. The degradation
of the block copolymer started after an induction period of between 21 to
24 days. This period is likely to vary for different materials depending on
the quantity of antioxidant present in the copolymer (in this case 88 ppm
BHT). We should also remember that this study was performed under
oxygen starved conditions and that the oxidation would probably be
faster in open air. After ten weeks at 50ºC no changes were observed for
the molecular weight or polydispersity index of P407. This lack of
change demonstrated the stability of P407 at temperatures situated below
its melting point.
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Figure 4.5 Changes in molecular weight distribution of poloxamer 407 after 0, 21,
24 and 35 days of thermoxidation in air (starved) at 80°°°°C.

Figure 4.6 shows the MALDI-TOF mass spectra of thermoxidised
triblock copolymer. The same induction time was also found in the
MALDI results. The appearance of new masses in the range 8000 to
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12,000 Da for the 21 day degraded sample suggested an induction period
close to 21 days (closer to 21 than 24 days). For the copolymer degraded
for 24 days, the MALDI-TOF MS detector was saturated by low molar
mass products and thus was unable to give information about the overall
molecular weight distribution. Nevertheless, a study of the masses in the
1200–4000 Da range showed that no oligomers were formed from the
homopolymer PEO after 24 days of thermal ageing. This was a clear
indication that the first chain cleavages occurred near the centre of the
copolymer i.e. in the PPO block. After 27 days, molar mass was strongly
reduced but the many isomers did not allow the univocal assignment of
peaks.
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Figure 4.6 MALDI-TOF-MS spectra of a) virgin poloxamer 407, b) poloxamer
thermoxidised 21 days, c) poloxamer thermoxidised 24 days.
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4.1.2.2 P407AA and P407AABHT

Figure 4.7 shows the changes in the molecular weight distribution of
P407AA and P407AABHT when exposed to thermal ageing at 80°C.
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Figure 4.7 Changes in molecular weight distribution and polydispersity index of
P407AA and P407AABHT after 0, 1, 3 and 5 weeks of thermoxidation in air at
80°°°°C.

P407AA was much less stable than P407 and P407AABHT. Mn
decreased by 80 % and Mw by 65 % after only a week. This was due to
the lower concentration of BHT in this material (35 ppm). By increasing
the concentration of antioxidant BHT from 35 to 230 ppm (Figure 4.7
(b)), we were able to delay the thermal degradation of the copolymer.
However, it was surprising to see that P407AABHT was less stable than
P407. P407 did not show significant molecular weight decrease before
more than three weeks of oxidation, even though the antioxidant
concentration in P407 was almost three times lower than in
P407AABHT. In the case of polypropylene, it has been reported that
acetic acid was able to deactivate phenolic antioxidants81,82. This may
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explain the faster degradation of P407AABHT than P407. It is also
possible that the additional BHT in P407AABHT was not
homogeneously distributed as it was in the original material P407. In
either case, the antioxidant was less efficient in preventing the start of
oxidation of the polymer chains of P407AABHT.
After ten weeks at 50ºC, no changes were observed in the molecular
weight or polydispersity index of P407AA or P407AABHT as was the
case for P407.

4.1.3 Thermal oxidation of poloxamers as studied by SPME/GC-
MS and 1H-NMR

4.1.3.1 P407

In order to understand the thermal degradation of poloxamers from a
mechanistic point of view, we needed to detect and identify by GC-MS
the low molecular weight products released at the start of chain
breakdown (i. e. between 21 and 24 days of ageing for P407). Prior to
GC-MS analysis, the volatile products were extracted by SPME. The
SPME method was particularly appropriate in this case as it allowed the
samples to be measured with minimal disturbance which may have
affected observation of the beginning of the degradation by GC-MS. A
more common liquid-liquid extraction would not have provided the same
ideal conditions69. Figure 4.8 and 4.9 display the GC-MS
chromatograms of the virgin copolymer and the sample oxidised 21 days,
using two different chromatographic systems. The list of molecules
detected and identified in this study can be found in Table 4.3.
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Figure 4.8 GC-MS chromatograms of a) virgin P407, b) P407 thermoxidised 21
days at 80°°°°C. Chromatographic Condition: HP-WAX capillary column. Finnigan
SSQ7000 MS (Quadrupole system).
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Figure 4.9 GC-MS chromatograms of a) virgin P407, b) P407 thermoxidised 21
days at 80°°°°C. Chromatographic Condition: CP-Sil 8CB capillary column. Finnigan
GCQ MS (ion trap system).

Table 4.3 Volatile products detected in poloxamer 407 by SPME/GC-MS.

Peak
number

Retention
time (min)

Compounda M
(g/mol)

Ions, EIb

(m/z)
1 07:33 2-propanone, 1-hydroxy-c 74 43, 45, 74, 75
2 09:40 Acetic acidc 60 43, 45, 60, 61
3 09:53 Ethanediol diacetatec 146 43, 44, 57, 73, 86, 116
4 10:14 1,2-propanediol diformatec 132 43, 45, 57, 58, 60, 61, 73, 86, 103
5 10:17 Formic acidc 46 45, 46, 47
6 10:24 1,2-propanediol, 1-acetate, 2-formated 146 43, 45, 58, 74, 88, 100, 103, 116,

147
7 10:27 Ethanediol diformatec 118 43, 44, 45, 60, 72, 73, 101
8 10:31 1,2-propanediol diacetatec 160 43, 58, 73, 87, 100, 116
9 10:40 Ethanediol, acetate, formated 132 43, 44, 45, 61, 73, 86, 102
10 11:12 1,2-propanediol, 1-formated 104 43, 45, 57, 58, 60, 61, 75, 89, 105
11 11:18 1,2-propanediol, 1-acetatec 118 43, 45, 58, 74, 87, 103, 119
12 11:34 1,2-propanediol, 2-formated 104 43, 45, 57, 58, 59, 61, 75, 90
13 11:54 1,2-propanediol, 2-acetatec 118 43, 57, 75, 87, 119
14 11:58 Ethanediol, monoformatec 90 43, 44, 45, 60, 61, 73, 91
15 12:02 Ethylene glycolc 62 43, 44, 45, 62, 63
16 12:06 Ethanediol, monoacetatec 104 43, 61, 73, 74, 86, 105
17 15:20 Butylated hydroxyl toluene (BHT)c 220 57, 91, 105, 115, 145, 161, 177,

189, 205, 220
18 16:05 Diethylene glycolc 106 43, 45, 75, 76, 89
19 17:20 BHT derivative 43, 57, 77, 91, 105, 109, 123,

137, 151, 165, 180, 205, 221, 236
20 20:30 Triethylene glycolc 150 43, 45, 58, 75, 89, 101, 119, 149

a Structures related to ethanediol are in italics.
b Electron ionisation. Bold is used to denote base peak.
c Identified by comparison with NIST database.
d Identified by mass spectrum analysis. Compound not present in NIST database.
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BHT (peak 17) was the main volatile product extracted from the matrix
of the virgin material. Small amounts of a molecule corresponding to
oxidised BHT (peak 19) were also present in P407. The other peaks
observed and unmarked were impurities and ghost molecules coming
from the SPME fibre. It was interesting to note that the quadrupole
system detected peak 19 whereas the ion trap mass spectrometer did not
(Figures 4.8 (a) and 4.9 (a)). This could have been due to heterogeneity
in the samples. After 21 days at 80°C, the antioxidant BHT was almost
completely consumed and polymer degradation began. Even though the
samples from Fig. 4.8 and 4.9 (b) were both analysed after 21 days,
differences were observed between the chromatograms. These
differences were the result of the few hours gap between the two
analyses. This example showed the importance of sampling procedure
timing, especially when dealing with polymer oxidation. The induction
period ends abruptly, making it difficult to catch the first polymer chain
transformations releasing low molecular weight degradation products.

It has been previously shown that PPO was more sensitive to
thermoxidation than PEO due to the more stable tertiary radical that can
be formed on PPO chains16. We have shown by MALDI-TOF MS that
this is also true for poloxamer materials by identifying polymer chains
which were the result of PPO cleavage early in the degradation process.
Peak 6 and 11 were the direct result of C-C chain scissions in the PPO
block of the copolymer. 1,2-propanediol,1-acetate,2-formate (peak 6)
could have been formed by both reactions displayed on Scheme 4.1 (a).
However, if a fully random chain scission was the dominant mechanism
at the beginning of the polymer degradation, we should have seen a sharp
decrease in molecular weight at the same time these molecules appeared.
This was not the case, as can be seen in Fig. 4.5. We had to look for other
types of mechanisms to explain the formation of peak 6 and 11. Decker
and Marchal83 studied in detail the thermoxidation of PEO. They found
that a peroxy radical undergoes a 6-ring intramolecular decomposition
reaction. Scheme 4.2 (d) shows this mechanism for the hydroperoxide
intermediate. Yang et al.16 extended this mechanism by suggesting that
the formaldehyde formed was rapidly converted to formic acid (d’) that
could have further reacted with alcohol terminated chains to form
formate terminated molecules (d’’). By analogy with these studies,
Scheme 4.3 displays two possible mechanisms that could explain the
polymer degradation by depropagation while taking into account the
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structure of the volatile products released from the matrix. Mechanism III
involved the formation of 1,2-propanediol,1-acetate,2-formate and 1,2-
propanediol,1-acetate,2-formate (peak 12). Fig. 4.11 (b) shows that small
quantities of 1,2-propanediol,2-formate (peak 12) were formed in the
case of P407AA at the start of the degradation. For P407 and
P407AABHT a background peak unfortunately masks this peak in Fig.
4.8 (b) and 4.12 (b) respectively. The mechanism showed that
acetaldehyde was formed as well as 1,2-propanediol,2-formate.
Acetaldehyde was oxidised to acetic acid, which esterified 1,2-
propanediol,2-formate into 1,2-propanediol,1-acetate,2-formate.
Mechanism IV was obviously also involved at the beginning of the
degradation, as 1,2-propanediol,1-acetate appeared with 1,2-
propanediol,1-acetate,2-formate (peak 6, 11 Fig. 4.8 (b)). In this case,
formaldehyde was formed and oxidised to formic acid, which esterified
1,2-propanediol,1-acetate into 1,2-propanediol,1-acetate,2-formate. The
oxidation of formaldehyde into formic acid through a peracid
intermediate and the equivalent mechanism for acetaldehyde, are well-
known mechanisms which were studied in detail in the case of
polypropylene84-88.

To summarise, while both mechanisms III and IV occurred at the
beginning of the degradation, the observation of larger amounts of 1,2-
propanediol,1-acetate than 1,2-propanediol,2-formate proved that
mechanism IV was predominant in P407. Furthermore, the initial absence
of methyl and ethyl ethers of PO combined with a constant molecular
weight seemed to confirm the non-occurrence of mechanisms I (a) and II
(a) at the start of the degradation.
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The predominance of C-C scissions at the beginning of the degradation
can be explained by the rather mild conditions (oxygen starved and
relatively low temperature) used for this experiment. In fact, when
submitting the polymer to continuous oxygen flow at 125°C, Griffiths et
al.17 observed the formation of ketones and C-O homolysis. Peak 1 (2-
propanone,1-hydroxy) was the only degradation product observed related
to C-O scissions (Fig. 4.8). The mechanism started from the same tertiary
alkoxy radical as displayed in mechanism I (a) followed by
depropagation. This ketone was certainly not the result of propylene
oxide oxidation, as we did not detect PO in the original material. Beside
2-propanone,1-hydroxy, we did not observe ketones or aldehydes in the
GC-MS chromatograms of the degraded samples at the beginning of the
degradation. This fact confirmed the relatively good initial stability of the
C-O bonds of the copolymer.

How can we explain the presence of diethylene glycol and triethylene
glycol at the start of chain cleavage (peak 18, 20 Fig. 4.8)? Morlat et
al.15 studied the thermoxidation of PEO in air a 50°C. They found that
mechanism (c) displayed in Scheme 4.2 was as important as mechanisms
(a) and (d). PEO segments are hydrophilic and contain a certain amount
of water. Ester bonds formed through mechanism (c) can undergo
hydrolysis to form acid and alcohol terminated chains of PEO. If this
happened near the chain-ends, or if mechanism (c) was repeated, small
oligomers of ethylene glycol could have formed. However, this
mechanism cannot be the main mechanism of degradation as no large
oligomers of PEO were observed by MALDI-TOF MS after 24 days of
oxidation. Nevertheless, it shows that PPO was not the only block of the
copolymer affected by the oxidation in the initial stages of degradation.

To confirm the proposed degradation mechanisms, 1H-NMR spectra were
recorded for P407 samples thermoxidised 24 and 27 days (Figure 4.10).
The main differences between Figure 4.10 and Figure 4.1 (virgin
material) were the appearance of formate (δ,ε) and acetate (λ) signals
after 24 days. The signal τ’’ showed that hydroxyl end groups were still
present after 24 days. However, after 27 days, this signal disappeared to
the profit of acetate and formate end groups. At the same time
acetaldehyde started accumulating in the matrix (γ,γ’). This further
confirmed our proposal of mechanisms III and IV for the start of the
thermoxidation of poloxamers.
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Figure 4.10 1H-NMR spectra of poloxamer 407 thermoxidised 24 and 27 days in air
at 80°°°°C.
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4.1.3.2 P407AA and P407AABHT

As already observed by SEC, P407AA and P407AABHT were less
stabile than P407 during thermoxidation. P407AA started to degrade
after only a day at 80°C whereas degradation of P407AABHT started
after 4 days. We have already discussed possible reasons for this rapid
degradation in chapter 4.1.2.2.
As expected, the two additives BHT and acetic acid were the main
volatile products extracted from the matrix of the virgin materials
P407AA and P407AABHT (Fig. 4.11 (a) and 4.12 (a)). Fig. 4.11 (c) and
4.12 (c) show the volatile degradation products appearing in the polymer
matrix after the main decrease in molecular weight. Formic acid (peak 5)
was formed as displayed in mechanism IV. It could also have formed in
the same way from PEO chain scissions, as suggested by Decker et al.83

and by Yang et al.16 (Scheme 4.2 (d)). The presence of acetic acid and
formic acid favour esterification and transesterification reactions. This
fact explains the diversity of formate and acetate compounds observed
when the oxidation was allowed to proceed further (Table 4.3). This was
the first time these esters were detected in the gas phase of thermoxidised
poloxamer materials. It is important to remember that all acetates and
formates were observed for P407 as well, and that the extra amount of
acetic acid did not seem to influence the type of degradation products
formed (for retention times lower than thirteen minutes). More effort will
be necessary in order to identify molecules with retention time higher
than thirteen minutes. Identification problems with these higher retention
time molecules were due to isomerism and difficulties in analysing mass
spectra of similar structures. Even with the difficulties, crown ethers of
EO and PO were suspected to be present as well as methyl and ethyl
ethers. The presence of methyl and ethyl ethers showed that once
oxidation had been initiated by mechanisms III and IV, mechanisms II
and I also played a role in the thermoxidation of poloxamers. In fact, all
reactions displayed in Schemes 4.1-4.3 took place in parallel, and the
pattern of degradation of poly(EO-PO-EO) triblock copolymers became
complex.
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Figure 4.11 GC-MS chromatograms of a) virgin P407AA, b) P407AA
thermoxidised 1 day at 80°°°°C, c) P407AA thermoxidised 4 days at 80°°°°C.
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Figure 4.12 GC-MS chromatograms of a) virgin P407AABHT, b) P407AABHT
thermoxidised 4 days at 80°°°°C, c) P407AABHT thermoxidised 12 days at 80°°°°C.
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4.1.3.3 Thermoxidation at 50°C

An SPME/GC-MS analysis was performed after submitting P407 and
P407AA to 50°C for 160 days (Fig. 4.13). Nothing happened in the case
of P407 (Fig. 4.13 (a)). The figure further shows that, when BHT was
consumed (b), the mechanisms involved in the degradation of poloxamer
407 at 50°C were similar to those at 80°C. This mechanistic similarity
was shown by the chromatogram fingerprints of Fig. 4.13 (c) and Fig.
4.11 (b) whose formate to acetate ratios closely matched.
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Figure 4.13. GC-MS chromatograms of a) P407 thermoxidised 160 days at 50°°°°C, b)
P407AA thermoxidised 160 days at 50 °°°°C.
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4.1.4 Fast rate degradation and degradation mechanisms

The combination of MALDI-TOF MS for the analysis of oligomers,
SPME/GC-MS for the analysis of low molecular weight compounds and
1H-NMR for chain-end determination was successful. The thermal
degradation of Poloxamer 407 at 80°C in air (oxygen starved conditions)
was initiated on the PPO block by three mechanisms. A tertiary
hydroperoxyl was formed on the PPO block of the copolymer. It was
involved in a six-ring intramolecular decomposition reaction (mechanism
IV) leading to the formation of 1,2-propanediol,1-acetate ; 1,2-
propanediol,1-acetate,2-formate ; formaldehyde and formic acid. The
secondary hydroperoxyl also participated in the initiation process with
the formation of 1,2-propanediol,2-formate ; 1,2-propanediol,1-acetate,2-
formate ; acetaldehyde and acetic acid (mechanism III). Furthermore, C-
O homolysis followed by depropagation happened to some extent with
the formation of 2-propanone, 1-hydroxy. GC-MS analyses contradicted
the MALDI-TOF MS results by showing the PEO block of the
copolymer degraded to some extent into small oligomers of ethylene
glycol.
After initiation, a sharp decrease in the molecular weight of the material
was observed. At this stage random degradation of the copolymer
occurred through mechanisms II and I in the PPO block, and through
equivalent mechanisms in the PEO block. Formic acid and acetic acid
participated in esterification reactions leading to the formation of all
possible formates and acetates of 1,2-propanediol and ethanediol. Crown
ethers of EO and PO were also detected, as well as methyl and ethyl
ethers. Crown ethers could have resulted from back-bitting in the
polymer, although it is possible that they were rearrangement products
from other low molar mass species.
When acetic acid was added to the matrix, the stability of the polymer
decreased. However, it was not possible to know if this decrease in
stability was due only to the higher acetic acid content or whether other
factors linked to the non-homogeneous distribution of the antioxidant
BHT in the matrix played a role.
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4.2 Medium rate degradation: Biotic degradation of
Poly(L-lactide)

In this chapter, the properties of PLLA film samples buried 8, 12, 20 and
24 months in soil in southern Finland were compared to the properties of
the original unaged PLLA film. The objective of this study was to
identify by SPME/GC-MS the small oligomers present in polylactide
films after degradation in soil and to chart their relative amounts over the
course of burial. These results were then correlated with molecular
weight changes as observed by SEC. PLLA is a semicrystalline polyester
and in such an environment we expected water to diffuse into the
polymer and affect its crystallinity. Differential scannning calorimetry
allowed us to follow these changes. By comparing the degradation of
large polymer chains with the release of low molar mass products and the
thermal properties of PLLA, we were able to understand how the biotic
degradation of PLLA was initiated in soil. As we expected the
degradation of PLLA to occur at a rather slow rate, sampling at short
intervals was not a priority. This fact guided our choice to analyse
samples twice a year, before winter in October and before summer in
June.

4.2.1 Identification of monomer and small oligomers by SPME/GC-
MS

After 12 months in soil, the chromatograms of the samples were similar
to those of the unaged films. Lactide was the only molecule detected
apart from impurities coming from the process and sample preparation.
Fig. 4.14 shows the GC-MS chromatograms with the monomer and small
oligomers identified after extraction by SPME of films buried in soil
during 20 and 24 months. Peak 1 corresponded to lactic acid. Peaks 3 and
4 were lactide stereoisomers with mass to charge ratios at m/z 144
corresponding to the molecular ion of lactide with an intense fragment-
ion at m/z 56 due to the structural fragment methylketene CH3CH=C=O.
Peak 6 was lactoyl lactic acid, the acyclic dimer. Scheme 4.4 displays the
structures of lactic acid, L-lactide and lactoyl lactic acid.
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a)

b)

Figure 4.14 GC-MS chromatograms of polylactide films extracted by SPME
a) after 20 months in soil and b) after 24 months.
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SPME was unable to extract higher oligomers, e.g. trimer, tetramer and
pentamer, from the films. In Fig. 4.14, peaks 2, 5 and 7 were
contamination from the manufacture of the film. The soil, in which the
polylactide films were buried, was also analysed by SPME/GC-MS to
obtain a reference background. A chromatogram of the soil consisted of a
few peaks with a low concentration of organic volatile compounds. Thus,
the soil still present on the polylactide films prior to analysis did not
interfere with the measurements.
The appearance of lactic acid and lactoyl lactic acid in the films indicated
that degradation by hydrolysis occurred between the 12th and 24th month
of soil burial. The quantity of acyclic dimer present in the film decreased
over the period 20-24 months. An increased activity of microorganisms
on the polymer film during summer could explain the disappearance of
the acyclic dimer. It has been shown by Vert and co-authors30 and by
our research group36 that microorganisms rapidly assimilate lactoyl
lactic acid while they are not as effective in assimilating the cyclic
lactide. Lactic acid was probably also removed from the film by
microorganisms even though no significant changes in its concentration
were observed. This may be due to the large amounts formed by
hydrolysis at the same time as it was being assimilated. We have
previously reported the same pattern in lactic acid concentration for films
degraded in biotic medium37.

4.2.2 Molecular weights of films

Figure 4.15 shows the changes in molecular weight and polydispersity of
the PLLA films degraded in soil. After 12 months nM  had increased and
the molecular weight distribution had decreased. This was explained by
the migration of small molecules into the soil. We concluded that during
this period, the migration of products from film to soil was faster than
their formation by hydrolysis.
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Figure 4.15 Molecular weights and polydispersity of PLLA samples.

During the next year, nM  and, to an even greater extent, wM  decreased
and the polydispersity decreased towards two. At this stage the scission
of longer polylactide chains into smaller molecules are what resulted in
the molecular weight changes of PLLA films in soil. The mechanism
observed was a random hydrolysis of the ester bonds. These results were
well correlated with the GC-MS analysis of the films, as they showed the
appearance of lactic acid and lactoyl lactic acid during the second year of
the test. For the summer period (20-24 months) the polydispersity
decreased as a result of the migration and assimilation of the low
molecular weight products from the films.

4.2.3 Thermal properties

Table 4.4 presents the thermal properties as measured by DSC. Glass
transition temperature and melting temperature remained unchanged
during the first year of soil burial. At the same time the crystallinity
decreased from 48 to 41 %. This decrease was explained by the
plasticising effect of water penetrating the matrix, leaving the thick
crystallites unaffected, and therefore the Tm constant, while disorganising
the crystalline structure of the thinner crystallites. After 20 months, Tg
had decreased from 60 to 55ºC and Tm from 176 to 175ºC. This trend was
confirmed after 24 months when Tg was down to 49ºC and Tm to 174ºC.
These changes supported the results obtained by GC-MS and SEC
analysis, i.e. degradation took place during the second year of soil burial.
During this period, the increase in film crystallinity was attributed to the
selective degradation of the amorphous regions coupled with the
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migration and assimilation of the low molecular weight products.
Furthermore the severe decrease in Tg during the last four months of the
test could be due to biotic activity. Similar results were observed for
LDPE with enhanced degradability exposed to a biotic environment89.

Table 4.4 Thermal properties of PLLA.

Sample Tg
(°C)

Tm
(°C)

∆Hm
(J/g)

Xc
(%)

PLLA, reference 59 176 45 48
PLLA, 8 months in soil 60 176 44 47
PLLA, 12 months in soil 60 177 38 41
PLLA, 20 months in soil 55 175 46 47
PLLA, 24 months in soil 49 174 49 52

4.2.4 Correlating formation of low molecular weight compounds
with molecular weight and thermal property changes

SPME/GC-MS was found to be a suitable method for analysing small
volatile compounds in solid PLLA samples. Monomer and dimers were
extracted with a polar CW/DVB SPME fibre. The sampling procedure
did not necessitate the use of solvents. Comparing the relative areas of
the peaks from different chromatograms allowed us to estimate monomer
and dimer concentration variations over time.
Lactide was observed in all films and its concentration did not change
during the two years of soil burial. No lactic acid was observed in any of
the polylactide films during the first year of soil burial. The molecular
weight nM  of polylactide increased and the polydispersity decreased
during the first year. A slow hydrolysis combined with a fast migration of
small oligomers into the soil caused the molecular weight changes
observed for this period. After 20 months lactic acid and lactoyl lactic
acid appeared as a result of hydrolysis. The monomer and dimer
formation enhanced the biotic degradation of the film as they facilitated
microbial growth on the polymer. After 24 months the amount of lactoyl
lactic acid decreased as it was bioassimilated by microorganisms. The
lactoyl lactic acid concentration decrease, the lack of increase in lactic
acid content, along with decreases in wM  and polydispersity all during
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the same period, indicated that both hydrolysis and microbial metabolism
were involved in the degradation of PLLA. In a first stage, after an
induction period of ~1 year, the ester bonds of PLLA underwent
hydrolysis. In a second stage, microorganisms assimilated the small
products of degradation created by hydrolysis. It is during this stage that
the thermal properties of the films (Tg and Tm) were significantly
affected. An analysis of the microorganisms growing on the polymer
films was not performed in this study. Investigation of this nature may be
currently underway in Finland by a research group at Biotechnology and
Food Research VTT.
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4.3 Slow rate degradation: Hydrolysis at elevated
temperature of a glassfibre reinforced polyester
composite

Since 1968, glassfibre reinforced polyester composites have been used as
pressure vessels in Swedish antitank weapons and missiles. Since these
materials are stored for long periods of time, it is important to know the
best storage conditions to minimise deterioration. During storage the
mechanical properties of the materials change and low molecular weight
degradation products are formed.
Composite materials usually show slow degradation rates under low
temperature exposure. To better understand the slow mechanisms
involved in the degradation of polyester composites, these mechanisms
were accelerated under controlled conditions. The accelerated ageing was
performed at 40 and 60°C, both with 80 % relative humidity (RH). The
ageing times varied from 0 to 6 years. The aim of this study was to
identify and correlate with ageing time the low molar mass products
formed during storage and accelerated ageing of glassfibre reinforced
polyester composites. Molecules were extracted from the polymer matrix
and analysed by GC-MS. We expected to see only small variations in the
concentration of degradation products over the course of the ageing
period, as the accelerated conditions were still very soft. These small
variations made the analysis of the results a tedious and difficult task.
Multivariate data analysis was used to find connections between different
types of degradation products, degradation time and temperature. The
multivariate approach to the problem was a new way to analyse long-
term properties of polyester composites.

4.3.1 GC-MS analysis of the low molecular weight products

Table 4.5 shows the volatile products detected by GC-MS in polyester
composites submitted to thermal degradation. In most cases, the same
products, but in varying amounts, were present after each of the different
ageing intervals. Figure 4.16 shows GC-MS chromatograms taken after
different lengths of ageing at 60°C. Diallyl phthalate was the most
abundant product found in all of the GC-MS chromatograms. We were
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not surprised by this result as the resin was formed by crosslinking diallyl
phthalate monomers. We were sure diallyl phthalate was not just residual
monomer, as it was minimally detected in the virgin materials (by virgin
we mean prior to storage; the chromatograms are not shown). Diisobutyl
phthalate was the second most abundant product found at the beginning
of ageing. Allyl ethyl phthalate, allyl butyl phthalate, and small amounts
of dibutyl phthalate and diethyl phthalate were also identified.

Table 4.5 Concentration of products detected by GC-MS in polyester composites
submitted to thermal ageing. Concentrations were determined by signal
integration. A blow-up of table 4.5 is shown in the appendix.

R.T. (mn,s) 6,10 6,40 7,20 10,30 11,30 11,50 12,10 13,10 13,30 14,10 16,10 18,30 19,20 22,10
Peak 1 2 3 4 5 6

Compound acetic acid acetophenone dichlorobenzene phenol 2-propenyl ester of benzoic acid BHT
Temp. (C) Ageing (months) Id. PCA a b c d e f g h i j k l m n

ref 0 1233 0 9188 2781 571 15960 6528 70061 4552 1559 0 3795 10816 44179
40_6 40 6 0 0 10691 10977 0 12538 4561 127556 3732 1567 1597 1707 9418 42537
40_8 40 8 0 7789 10057 1586 642 16836 8323 61132 4939 2231 3114 2418 9415 41452
40_60 40 60 5436 3442 36074 7959 8788 9268 1919 13535 12065 10481 0 4461 5120 42387
40_72 40 72 2680 2030 23890 4408 550 17900 5640 59708 9242 3094 2029 5840 8188 38746
60_6 60 6 3093 1881 22686 3322 1699 1687 2037 6659 9987 7880 0 3480 2923 15790
60_8 60 8 2134 13061 11190 1001 1810 0 4949 31684 9918 7398 2043 3632 5246 34196
60_24 60 24 3758 7505 11891 779 1154 9930 4220 22801 10331 7037 2022 8014 3714 25750
60_60 60 60 1027 0 7849 4358 1362 15277 0 9632 5872 2440 748 10955 3624 27017
60_72 60 72 11396 13693 8294 6963 1579 69462 1910 16399 6948 5761 896 18329 10500 37386

22,50 27,30 28,30 29 30,10 31 33,30 34,30 35,40 38,10
7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

benzoic acid phthalic anhydride diethyl phthalate phenyl ester of benzoic acid allyl ethyl phthalate diallyl phthalate diisobutyl phthalate allyl butyl phthalate dibutyl phthalate
o p q r s t u v w x

103280 88968 11652 2011 309602 91537 1251291 545294 116147 17558
64144 49593 2038 3410 185472 108078 1155580 329054 15538 29852
74576 66694 9540 0 238914 76776 957242 418875 90492 16319
42340 58102 4405 5816 164619 131144 1424751 261420 24788 18889
78667 79665 5521 2569 170038 75226 772037 292205 2684 8755
37130 89796 2202 2296 121308 59896 636717 235942 10987 14201
30271 59728 4008 0 132272 37435 518304 269529 57019 9911
27423 106696 2578 0 64677 21092 288146 190737 32990 6170
21666 148717 3097 1518 32367 31691 295832 153975 2211 5525
34695 180282 3301 0 25071 37617 345389 128369 6001 6787

Phthalic acid anhydride, together with the phthalates, was one of the
major products found in the chromatograms. Benzoic acid and small
traces of 2-propenyl ester of benzoic acid were also identified.

How could we explain the presence of so many low molar mass
phthalates in the reference material?
What we called reference materials were actually materials which had
been stored for 20 years. Reinforcement of unsaturated polyesters with
glassfibre has been found to change the crosslinking kinetics43,90.
Moreover, Regnier et al.47 has shown that the presence of glassfibre
decreases the number of crosslinking points in the polyester matrix, and,
as a result, the ester linkages are more susceptible to hydrolysis at the
prepolymer chain-end. In addition, hydrolysis of ester groups results in
the formation of carboxyl groups, which have been shown to auto-
catalyse further decomposition48. Edge et al.91 studied the
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environmental degradation of poly(ethylene terephthalate) films in
contact with dry and wet soils, in various relative humidity conditions
(45 and 100%) and at different temperatures. At 80 and 90°C, the film
samples degraded under all conditions. At 70°C, films under 45% RH,
100% RH and wet soil conditions degraded. At 60°C, degradation was
only evident under wet and 100% RH conditions. Significant increases in
the degradation rate were observed with increasing temperature and/or
humidity.
In summary, ester group hydrolysis appeared to be the dominant reaction
at low temperatures, such as those experienced by the material during
storage and the subsequent period of ageing.

Figure 4.16 GC-MS chromatograms of polyester composites after a) 6 months, b) 8
months, c) 2 years, and d) 6 years of ageing at 60°C with 80% relative humidity.
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Multivariate data analysis was used to analyse Table 4.5.
The matrix had ten lines (corresponding to the number of polymers
tested) and 26 columns. The 26 columns consisted of 24 factors and two
responses. Each factors represented the amount of each of the
degradation products. The two responses were the temperature of
degradation and the age of the samples. The matrix from table 4.5 may be
divided into two matrixes, X and Y, where X contains only the factors
(concentration of degradation products) and Y represents one response
(e.g. age of the samples). In a first step, X was analysed by Principal
Component Analysis. PLS was the second step in the data analysis. It
was used to extract information from both the X and Y matrixes. The aim
was to model the concentrations of degradation products in such a way
that the age of a sample can be predicted with maximal precision.
First we used PCA to locate outliers (possibly failed experiments) and to
identify the products that were not connected to degradation time or
temperature. After that, PCA and PLS were used to reveal if unsaturated
polyesters have different degradation mechanisms at 40°C and 60°C by
comparing the amounts and types of degradation products. The relative
influence of each variable on the degradation rate was studied and groups
were made among the degradation products to define which of them were
correlated with ageing time and temperature. Finally the age of each
sample was predicted from the amounts of degradation products (in this
case the amount of products were considered as X factors and the time of
degradation as the Y response).

4.3.2 PCA analysis of the GC-MS results

To establish a model, all of the products detected by GC-MS were taken
into account (24). Four principal components made up 91% of the
variance (R2) with a cross validation coefficient (Q2) of 0.37. This low
value for Q2 can be explained by the fact that some of the 24 products
detected were not degradation products and their behaviour could not be
easily modelled. Had we improved the model and increased the cross
validation coefficient Q2 by removing these impurities from the analysis
the following interpretation would not have changed. Therefore the new
models will not be discussed.
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When the GC-MS results were analysed, no outliers were detected
among the experiments. The score plot (Figure 4.17) revealed the
existence of domains which were dependent on the temperature of
degradation. Thus, the model showed that the samples could be classified
according to their degradation temperature. Fig. 4.17 demonstrates the
ability of PCA analysis to discriminate between the samples analysed.
Samples degraded at 40°C had a positive PC 1 while those degraded at
60°C had a negative PC 1. In addition the first principal component
decreased for increasing periods of ageing. These results showed that the
amount of products detected could be correlated with degradation
conditions. Moreover it showed that PCA could reveal differences in the
degradation of polymeric samples in a simple way thanks to score plots.
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Figure 4.17 Score plot. PCA of GC-MS data table, R2=0.91, Q2=0.37. The sample
aged at 40°C for 6 months is called 40-6 and so on.
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Figure 4.18 Loading plot. PCA of GC-MS data table, R2=0.91, Q2=0.37. The letters
refer to the molecules displayed in Table 4.5.

The loading plots (Figure 4.18) showed six different groups of products.
1. g, h, k, m, n, o, q, s, v, w
2. t, u, x
3. c, d, e, r
4. b, f, l, p
5. i, j
6. a
Some products (first and second group) were more closely correlated
with unaged samples and samples degraded at 40°C as they were on the
same side of the origin as these observations (Fig. 4.17). Other products
(groups 4, 5 and 6) were correlated with samples degraded at 60°C.
While ageing became more efficient with increased temperature, the
concentration of phthalates (r, t, u, v, w, x) decreased at the same time as
other degradation products appeared in more important quantities (a, b, f,
i, j, l, p). These results possibly implied that l (phenol) and p (phthalic
acid anhydride) were second order degradation products, and the result of
phthalate degradation. As we did not identify the structure of a, b, f, i or j
by MS, it was impossible to draw any conclusions for these molecules.
Thoma et al.92 stored celluloseacetatephthalate and hydroxypropyl
methylcellulosephthalate films between three and 12 months at 40°C or
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60°C and 80 %-RH. Under 80 % humidity conditions some hydrolysis of
phthalic acid esters appeared in celluloseacetatephthalate films leading to
the formation of phthalic acid anhydride. Phthalic anhydride could be
formed from hydrolysis of diallyl phthalate (Scheme 4.5). This was
easily confirmed by PCA in the loading plot of Fig. 4.18. Other authors
have previously identified phthalic acid anhydride as a major degradation
product in phthalate based polyesters93,94.
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Scheme 4.5 Hydrolysis of diallyl phthalate leading to the formation of phthalic acid
anhydride and allyl alcohol.

Before trying to predict the age of the samples by PLS regression, a PCA
must be conducted for each part of the matrix (i.e. for each temperature)
to see if more information can be extracted.

For the samples degraded at 40°C, it was not possible to find a relevant
model. The reason was that the deterioration of the samples at 40°C was
not sufficiently robust to allow the entire data table to be summarised by
a degradation model. PC analysis must be good (high Q2) if we want to
conduct a PLS regression on the same set of data. Since this condition
could not be met using the 40°C samples, a PLS analysis was not
conducted for this temperature.

For the samples degraded at 60°C, the impurities were first removed to
obtain a valid model. Care was taken when removing variables so that the
new model did not arise by pure chance. Despite these improvements, the
behaviour of four products, BHT, diethyl phthalate, 2-propenyl ester of
benzoic acid, and benzoic acid, were not predicted by the new models.
For diethyl phthalate, the difficulties lay in the fact that it was not
detected for all degradation times, and, when it did show up it did so only
in very small quantities at the detection limit of the mass spectrometer.
Benzoic acid and 2-propenyl ester of benzoic acid did not seem to
depend on degradation time or temperature. BHT was an impurity from
the extraction solvent and was, of course, not correlated with ageing
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time. It was possible that 2-propenyl ester of benzoic acid and benzoic
acid were the result of degradation taking place before the accelerated
ageing study. For instance, benzoic acid could have been a degradation
product of benzoyl peroxide used to cure the material. This mechanism is
illustrated in Scheme 4.6. On the other hand, 2-propenyl ester of benzoic
acid may have been the result of degradation of diallyl phthalate during
storage. Benzoic acid and 2-propenyl ester of benzoic acid have
previously been identified by other as thermal degradation products of
phthalate based polyesters95,96.

O O

O O
O

O

UV, heat PH
Benzoic acid

Scheme 4.6 Degradation of benzoyl peroxide to benzoic acid

In the end, a two principal component model summarising the behaviour
of 15 variables (all impurities and non-correlated molecules removed)
was found, with 89 % of the variance explained (R2) and 65 % of the
variance predicted (Q2). This model was used as the base for the PLS
analysis. Variables a, b, e, f, m, n, o, q, r were removed from the matrix.

4.3.3 PLS analysis of the samples aged at 60°°°°C

Prior to PLS analysis the time of ageing (Y) was Log transformed to
accommodate the 6 to 72 month domain. PLS was applied to the
previously described model (a, b, e, f, m, n, o, q, r removed from Table
4.5). The pattern obtained had a high correlation (Q2 of 95 % for two
components) but validation revealed it as a weak model. The validation
plot (not shown) was obtained by permutation testing of the data. The
value of the R2 intercept was high (0.82) and consequently it was
possible to obtain a high R2 with any kind of data (weak model).
However, the plot showed that it was impossible to obtain a high Q2

using random data (negative intercept), so the model was valid even
though there was room for improvement. A one component, validated,
PLS model explaining 99 % (Q2=94 %) of the variance in the data table
was found by removing two variables which had a low influence on the
previous model (g and h).
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Figure 4.19 displays the permutation test for that last model taking 13
variables into account. Valid models typically have R2 intercept <0.3 and
Q2 intercept <0.0560. Thus the model created for the polymers degraded
at 60°C was valid. However, the R2 intercept (0.28) was close to the
value of the response variation that was explainable by random data
(0.30). Thus the value R2 = 0.99 was an overestimate and was adjusted
(0.99 - 0.28 = 0.71) to 0.71 to represent a more meaningful estimate of
the total variance explained by the model. Furthermore we had to
remember that the improvement performed by removing the two
variables g and h was expected, and that the resulting model would look
better, in retrospect, according to any validation criteria. Since the parent
model was likely to be valid with a negative Q2 intercept, the revised
model was valid as well.
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Figure 4.19 Permutation testing. PLS of GC-MS data table for the samples aged at
60°°°°C. Model includes variables c, d, i, j, k, l, p, s, t, u, v, w, x from Table 4.5.

The score plot (Fig. 4.20) displays the relationship between the latent
variables calculated for the X matrix (t1) and the Y matrix (u1). We found
a good correlation between the amount of products detected and the
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length of ageing (at 60°C in air and 80 % RH). By validating this model
by permutation testing, we were able to confirm this correlation. Here we
could predict the age of polyester composite samples (from 6 to 72
months) by knowing the quantities of 13 low molecular weight products
found by GC-MS. With more experiments, we may establish a
relationship with temperature and/or gas environment.
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]
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Figure 4.20 Regression plot. PLS of GC-MS data table for the samples aged at
60°°°°C. The sample aged at 60°°°°C for 6 months is called 60_6 and so on. The model
included variables c, d, i, j, k, l, p, s, t, u, v, w, x from Table 4.5.

4.3.4 Headspace/GC-MS analysis of the volatile products

The volatile products were analysed by HS/GC-MS. Table 4.6 shows the
products identified by the HS/GC-MS analysis. Several alcohols were
identified in addition to the products already detected by GC-MS. Figure
4.21 shows some of the HS/GC-MS chromatograms after different
ageing times at 60°C.
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Table 4.6 Concentration of products detected by HS/GC-MS in polyester
composites submitted to thermal ageing. Concentration was determined by signal
integration.

R.T. (mn,s) 9,20 10,30 12 17,50 23,50 24 25 26,20
Peak 16 17 18 2 1 3

Compound isobutanol allyl alcohol 1-butanol acetophenone acetic acid dichlorobenzene
Temp. (C) months Id. PCA a' b' c' d' e' f' g' h'

40_6 40 6 0 6457 0 23416 0 14565 48943 6411
40_8 40 8 0 4888 0 0 15459 16556 166136 5400
40_12 40 12 0 5663 0 29972 6766 15803 78394 4181
40_60 40 60 6417 49296 3320 29591 8242 188503 90988 10725
40_72 40 72 0 41806 0 14801 48368 175370 371521 6689
60_6 60 6 4783 61063 4960 7408 0 167446 16578 0
60_8 60 8 9970 40568 4331 0 4536 53069 81468 0
60_12 60 12 8615 77051 0 13800 0 83850 36670 0
60_24 60 24 59375 311385 34458 0 16987 98309 197729 0
60_60 60 60 99187 431515 15773 10393 0 44453 37926 0
60_72 60 72 81155 477382 11825 12302 0 36388 37371 0

27,30 28 28,40 33,50 35,10 36,30 37,50 38,10 38,40 39 41,10 44,20
19 5 4

1,2-propanediol 2-propenyl ester of benzoic acid phenol
i' j' k' l' m' n' o' p' q' r' s' t'
0 20787 0 9250 5963 20992 22373 0 0 0 0 0
0 38869 0 6790 20872 0 9045 0 11504 0 0 0

4143 26854 0 10751 5881 0 17179 0 0 17789 25244 156505
43788 141280 13881 19467 22393 0 24731 18312 0 0 22630 72294
43855 136856 11972 19767 13953 0 25546 19199 0 0 26984 114767
24372 206978 7127 3723 0 0 17166 12938 0 19142 22522 189126
10978 0 0 3379 0 0 16697 7270 0 0 30492 116706
19494 0 6717 2568 3551 0 16958 11771 0 0 17044 74708
28934 0 11425 9743 0 0 8272 3500 0 45881 14881 40530
8891 0 6249 6385 0 0 9827 53324 0 0 11482 63983
11302 0 0 6774 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Isobutanol, allyl alcohol, 1-butanol and 1,2-propanediol were the
alcohols identified. Temperature had a large influence on their formation.
While only a small amount of allyl alcohol was formed during 6 years at
40°C, it was the major product in the chromatograms after 6 years at
60°C. Small traces of isobutanol were already detected after 5 months at
60°C, while it was not identified until 6 years at 40°C. 1-butanol was not
detected at all at 40°C, but could be identified after only 8 months at
60°C.
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Figure 4.16 Headspace GC-MS chromatograms after a) 6 months, b) 8 months, c) 2
years, and d) 6 years of ageing at 60°C with 80% relative humidity.

While we attempted to analyse Table 4.6 by Multivariate Data Analysis,
we did not find relevant models to describe the entire data table for either
40°C or 60°C HS/GC-MS experiments. By removing variables, we
created new, but inaccurate, models which were the result of random
fitting or did not describe the ageing of the polymers. This was confirmed
by further PLS investigations on these models. Because the polyester
composite was aged in open air, any volatile products formed could have
evaporated into the oven air. The consequence being that the detected
products were not necessarily all of the products or the total amount of
the products formed. We believed this loss in the system was the main
hindrance to our obtaining of a good model with a Q2 > 0.5. To
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circumvent this problem, we analysed Table 4.6 by looking at the
behaviour of some of the low molecular weight products detected.
The aliphatic alcohols detected by HS/GC-MS were formed by
hydrolysis from their corresponding phthalates. The mechanism of
formation of allyl alcohol is displayed on Scheme 4.5. This hypothesis
was supported by a good correlation between the amounts of various
alcohols detected by HS GC-MS and their corresponding phthalates
detected by GC-MS. The most abundant phthalates were diallyl phthalate
followed by diisobutyl phthalate. Allyl ethyl phthalate, allyl butyl
phthalate and dibutyl phthalate were present in smaller amounts. If we
considered the corresponding alcohols in a similar manner, allyl alcohol,
formed by hydrolysis from diallyl phthalate, was the most abundant. The
next abundant alcohol was isobutanol and the least abundant 1-butanol.
The fact that phthalates decreased in amount during the ageing, while the
amount of alcohol increased supports the premise that the alcohols were
formed through hydrolysis of the corresponding phthalates. This
exchange was especially noticeable at 60°C. Both the decrease of
phthalates concentration and alcohol formation were much slower at
40°C.

4.3.5 Multivariate data analysis in polymer degradation studies

Both GC-MS and HS/GC-MS analyses identified several low molecular
weight phthalates and alcohols in the glassfibre-reinforced unsaturated
polyester composites after they were subjected to accelerated ageing at
40°C or 60°C and 80 % RH. This period of accelerated ageing followed a
20 years storage period at ambient temperature. Phthalates were already
present prior to the accelerated ageing. They were the result of
degradation during the long term storage. In most cases, the same low
molar mass products, but in varying amounts, were present both before
and after starting the simulated ageing. Diallyl phthalate was the most
abundant product in all the GC-MS chromatograms. Several other
phthalates were also identified. As the concentration of phthalates
decreased during the ageing, the concentration of degradation products
from the phthalates increased (e.g. phthalic acid anhydride, isobutanol,
allyl alcohol and 1-butanol). The concentration of other low molar mass
products, e.g. benzoic acid and 2-propenyl ester of benzoic acid,
remained relatively constant. PCA revealed that temperature had a large
influence on the degradation of phthalates and the formation of alcohols.
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Only small amounts of alcohols were formed during the 6 years at 40°C,
but they were the major products in the chromatograms after 6 years at
60°C.
By multivariate data analysis, we demonstrated that developed PLS
models showed a good correlation between amount of low molecular
weight products and length of the degradation test. It was possible to
estimate how long a polymer had been aged at 60°C directly from the
quantity of the 13 low molecular weight products referred to as c, d, i, j,
k, l, p, s, t, u, v, w, and x.

C acetic acid
D acetophenone
I, J, K unknown
P phthalic acid anhydride
S phenyl ester of benzoic acid   Age of material
T allyl ethyl phthalate
U diallyl phthalate
V diisobutyl phthalate
W allyl butyl phthalate
X dibutylphthalate

In theory, this PLS model can be used to predict the age of the same
material degraded in the same conditions, from GC-MS analysis.
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5 CONCLUSIONS

•  The first polymer studied was a stabilised polyether: Poly(ethylene
oxide-propylene oxide-ethylene oxide) triblock copolymer
(poloxamer) containing 2,6-di-tert-butyl-4-methylphenol (BHT). The
oxidative thermal degradation of the poloxamer at 50°C and 80°C in
air (starved conditions) was monitored by SPME/GC-MS, SEC and
MALDI-TOF MS. In order to understand the thermal degradation of
poloxamers from a mechanistic point of view, we needed to detect
and identify by GC-MS the low molecular weight products released
at the start of chain breakdown. Prior to GC-MS analysis, the volatile
products were extracted by SPME. The SPME method was
particularly appropriate in this case as it allowed the samples to be
measured with minimal disturbance which may have affected
observation of the beginning of the degradation by GC-MS. The first
changes in molecular weight distribution were observed by MALDI-
TOF MS. These changes revealed that degradation started on the PPO
block of the copolymer, and were confirmed by GC-MS. Thermo-
oxidative mechanisms which could explain poloxamer degradation
were subsequently proposed.

•  SPME/GC-MS was found to be a suitable method for analysing small
volatile compounds in solid PLLA samples exposed to soil. Monomer
and dimers were extracted with a polar CW/DVB SPME fibre.
Comparing the relative areas of the peaks from different
chromatograms allowed us to estimate monomer and dimer
concentration variations over time. In a first stage, after an induction
period of ~1 year, the ester bonds of PLLA underwent hydrolysis.
The lactoyl lactic acid concentration decrease, the lack of increase in
lactic acid content, along with decreases in wM  and polydispersity all
during the same period, indicated that both hydrolysis and microbial
metabolism were involved in the degradation of PLLA. In this second
stage, we suggested that microorganisms assimilated the small
products of degradation created by hydrolysis. It is during this stage
that the thermal properties of the films (Tg and Tm) were significantly
affected.
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•  The third polymer studied was a glassfibre reinforced polyester
composite. The composite was subjected to accelerated ageing in air
at 40°C and 60°C and 80 % relative humidity for periods up to 6
years. Before the accelerated ageing the materials were stored for 20
years at ambient temperature. Low molecular weight products in the
materials were identified with GC-MS and Headspace/GC-MS.
Multivariate data analysis (MDA) was then used to interpret the
results. Alcohols, phthalates and other aromatic compounds were
identified. Principal component analysis showed that temperature had
a large influence on the degradation of phthalates and the formation
of alcohols. At 40°C hydrolysis of phthalates was too slow to be
correlated with ageing. At 60oC we built partial least square
regression model able to predict the age of the material from the
amount of 13 low molecular weight products. The combination of
MDA with chromatography techniques is a promising tool for
analysis of polymer degradation.
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APPENDIX

Blow-up of Table 4.5

R.T. (min,s) 6,10 6,40 7,20 10,30 11,30 11,50 12,10 13,10
Peak 1 2 3

Compound acetic acid acetophenone dichlorobenzene
Temp. (C) Ageing (months) Id. PCA a b c d e f g h

ref 0 1233 0 9188 2781 571 15960 6528 70061
40_6 40 6 0 0 10691 10977 0 12538 4561 127556
40_8 40 8 0 7789 10057 1586 642 16836 8323 61132

40_60 40 60 5436 3442 36074 7959 8788 9268 1919 13535
40_72 40 72 2680 2030 23890 4408 550 17900 5640 59708
60_6 60 6 3093 1881 22686 3322 1699 1687 2037 6659
60_8 60 8 2134 13061 11190 1001 1810 0 4949 31684

60_24 60 24 3758 7505 11891 779 1154 9930 4220 22801
60_60 60 60 1027 0 7849 4358 1362 15277 0 9632
60_72 60 72 11396 13693 8294 6963 1579 69462 1910 16399

13,30 14,10 16,10 18,30 19,20 22,10 22,50 27,30 28,30
4 5 6 7 8

phenol 2-propenyl ester of benzoic acid BHT benzoic acid phthalic anhydride
i j k l m n o p q

4552 1559 0 3795 10816 44179 103280 88968 11652
3732 1567 1597 1707 9418 42537 64144 49593 2038
4939 2231 3114 2418 9415 41452 74576 66694 9540

12065 10481 0 4461 5120 42387 42340 58102 4405
9242 3094 2029 5840 8188 38746 78667 79665 5521
9987 7880 0 3480 2923 15790 37130 89796 2202
9918 7398 2043 3632 5246 34196 30271 59728 4008

10331 7037 2022 8014 3714 25750 27423 106696 2578
5872 2440 748 10955 3624 27017 21666 148717 3097
6948 5761 896 18329 10500 37386 34695 180282 3301

29 30,10 31 33,30 34,30 35,40 38,10
9 10 11 12 13 14 15

diethyl phthalate phenyl ester of benzoic acid allyl ethyl phthalate diallyl phthalate diisobutyl phthalate allyl butyl phthalate dibutyl phthalate
r s t u v w x

2011 309602 91537 1251291 545294 116147 17558
3410 185472 108078 1155580 329054 15538 29852

0 238914 76776 957242 418875 90492 16319
5816 164619 131144 1424751 261420 24788 18889
2569 170038 75226 772037 292205 2684 8755
2296 121308 59896 636717 235942 10987 14201

0 132272 37435 518304 269529 57019 9911
0 64677 21092 288146 190737 32990 6170

1518 32367 31691 295832 153975 2211 5525
0 25071 37617 345389 128369 6001 6787
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